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Terrace mo es along On expansion plans 
BY ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
The District of Terrace is moving 'rapidly ahead 
with plans to expand the district's boundaries which 
could p0seibly include an amalgamation with Thor- 
nklll. Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney, who Is a chief, 
p~ont  of ex t~ns!on .~_~e,  matter with 
14 Flsvore . 
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OYI%WA-(CP) -- 
Finance MiniSter John 
Crmbla said .Tuesday he is 
m miracle worker and does 
not foresee any substantial 
improvement in the 
Canadian economy until at 
kast 1961. 
Crusble said at a news 
conference the only way to 
the economy bach to 
health is to "tough it out,'! ' 
avoiding panic measures 
sash as t~ cuts and other 
budget goodies. 
"Mr. Nice GW iS OUt," 
Crmble said. 
He said people probably 
wl)l come to sae him as Mr. 
Tough Guy in the next few 
months, but eventually they 
will thank him for 
rmuailating the ecmomy. 
Crmble said the first step 
in his long-term plan is to 
seat  federal policy to the 
reality of rapidly-rising 
enerSy prim. 
'llm government is aware 
'this wtl] mean herdeh/p this 
winter and next year. 
Crmbis iredicto next year's 
e~oaomic perform•nee will 
bewm'as t im tide ysar'L 
"But the future is not at all 
~ ~y, "  he said, referring 
lmg-ran~ ~emle  
mtlm~ 
He was convinced 
tackl~ the un]plonnatha~a~ 
d pushl~ domest/c 
p'lcus cleaer to world laelan~Yve 
ms nooo as possible, he can 
pit the economy on a firm 
tenting for future growth. 
lqm minister said he Is an- 
couraged by unemployment 
flguron relusad mrlier 
the day showing that the 
five, month Jobless decline 
emtinued into Au6~t. 
"The rate heun't worsened 
and that'• always en- 
couraging. But I'm not .a 
heliover that every monm 
get upset ff the 
- -  unemployment or 
,my ot~r kind --  cl~.nge. 
You've got to u~e a tong. 
tam perupecUve." 
~c~---~e---onldiie ~ no 
emerpucy which requires 
the Immediate recall of 
Parliament and introduction 
el his budget as demanded 
by ~ Liberal opp~tion. 
Ki t imat  
Rotary  
sponsors  
re fugees  
Municipal Affairs Minister Bill Vander Zalm last Maroney and other council members are era- 
week. phaaizing that the process of expansion will take some 
/ 'We ' re  .worldng with the municipal affairs time, and at this point is still in the planning stages. 
oopartment on plans for expansion orth and east of 
Terrace, as well as amalgamation with Thernkill," '
commented Maroney at Monday's council meeting, However, Municipal Administrator Bob Hailsor 
"They will be sending up people to Terrace in a couple says he hopes the minlstry's findings will help "solve 
of weeks." . • , . once and for all the questions of expansion." 
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Jim Fulton '(left) shows David Baxter around 
CLOSED A YEAR. 
Parole office*open here 
BY ED YUDIN 
Herald ~f  Writer 
A parole office is being reopened in Terrace. 
That announcement was made Tuesday, by 
Skeena M.P. Jim Fulton, a former corrections 
officer in the Queen Charlottes. 
The new parole officer is David Barker ,32, 
previously with the probation service in 
Mackenzie and Prince George. Barker will he 
reepensible for the entireNorthwest area en- 
compassing Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert, 
the Queen Charlottes and up to Stewart. Barker 
will he working out of the government building 
office on Laselie. 
office because it failed to recognize its im- 
portance to the community and to individuals, 
"said Fulton. It is unfair and at times unwise to 
release paroled offenders into the community 
without proper supervision. This is a welcome 
decision," he added ' 
Barker says the new office will be opened on a 
full time basis within the next two weeks. 
"There are approximately twenty cases on file 
right now. It is probably a little low because this 
area has been serviced out of Prince George and 
there's" been very little encouragement for 
people to come out here because it's very dif- 
ficult to supervise them, so that figure might go 
The issue was brought up at last week's University 
of British Columbia Manlclpailtias convention held in 
Vancouver. Maroney sad  other members of the 
district council met with other municipal leaders and 
• government officials for informal talks, Other issues 
of not included a proposal to cut TOurist Region G In 
half, and the plans to install a public transit system In 
Terrace, 
. , /q  
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• [ WE BUY copper, bress, all metals,, 
batteries, eto ,  0 i l l  I l l  - We are  
vo,-,, .,,,,,. n ,o.. ",,0,O S,'., s ,....s 
ON PETROCAN 
Broadbent  
VOWS voto  
determined to hand more 
power to the multinational ~.:~:v~.~.~.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~~ 
corporations who already ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
No deal petroleum industry, he said. The Ltherak had already on handed these companies tax 
UIC charges to" d-baSs , t rof ; Brnadbent said 
also opposes elling off a 
part of Petro-Canada to OTTAWA (CP) --Top for Employment Minister 
The Terrace offlee has now been clnsed about a up slightly." said Barker. Canadians as the British provincial employment Ben Atkey, said the 
year, a poor decision according to Fulton. Ful..ton says he was directly involv~ with the Columbia government sold efflelais failed Tuesday to Irovinces did not cmnmit 
The Tnkieau government closed the Terrace decmt0n to reestablish the Terrace omce. shares of British Columbia give their blessing to any themselves to any changes. 
Resources Investment Corp, details of a federal plan to "The provinces obviously Crude oil exports cutback to residents of the province, tighten up the unem-have  concern about the BreedbontnaidCanadlans p Joyment  insurance  impact on welfare," Me- 
now have a share in the program, Croman added. They fear 
HALIFAX (CP) -  New number of hands." Asked whether a corn- 
Democratic Party Leader It would' undermine the promise on the future of 
Ed Brcadhent said Tuesday effectiveness of the cor- Petre.Canade was poulble 
hts party is prepared to force poratlon to "hive off" to the with the Conservatives, 
an early election if [)~vate sector ports of its Breadbent said it was about 
necessary, to prevent the activities, he said, "because as likely as Robert St•afield 
government from breaking those are the profihnaking returning from the Middle 
up Petrn.canada. parts that are euential to East with • "magic for- 
"We intend to force the maintain the non.profltable, mula" that would allow the 
issue • (Prime Minister) but essential, explornt~.on Clark government to go 
Clarkdonea'tcemeareund," and develupment work in the ahead with its propo~l to 
he told students at Mount St. Arctic, here in Atlantic. move the Canadian embauy 
Vincent University, adding Canada nd elsewhere.!' to Jerusalem from Tel Aviv. 
that the future of Petro- 
• • . . .  • .  • . . . . . .  • • . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  o . . . . .%. . °  ...........?.e.?.,.%....%.,%....%%..., Canad n WHI be the most :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
important l~ue before the 
upcoming session of Parlla- PE TR OCAN TO 
. OWN news c.ereuce that the S T A Y  ON Petro-C~.ds i sue was one 
in which there was a clear CALGARY (CP) -- Petro- sector. He said he did not 
difference between the at. Canada, the state-owned oil want to preJudg• the 
titude of the Progressive company, wIUceniinuetobe decision of a federally- 
Conservatives and the self.sufflelent after it is dis- appointed study group 
majority o~ Canadians, mantled by the federal coneldarlng the issue. 
"We have a serious moral government,  Michael Wilson digressed from a 
chligation to those Wilson, minister o~ state for prepared text on in, 
Canadians- the majority international trade, said ternational trade to talk 
who want o preserve Petro- Tuesday. about Petro-Canada. He said 
Can-  to use our electoral The Progressive Con- there is a need for more 
strength, Such as it is, to servatives never claimed reason in public discussion 
• force the i~ue. And we in- they.wa'nted to destroy the on the issue. 
tend to for0e the June, in. company, he told the Henaidintsr, however, the 
cludl~ a vote of confidence Canadian Club of Calgary. ultimate decision on transfer 
if Clark does not come "We want to return Petro- of Petro-Canada to the 
around towhat we rngard as Canada to the private sector, private sector would be 
the clear view of the with the exception of certain largely a bnaine~ daces/on. 
majority of Canadisne." He little influence of its functions." expected 
The NDP leader nald the These would include from the public. 
Conservative proposal to negotiations between However, if pabllc debate 
have Petro-Canada maintain Canada nd other countries, intensified, it n~t  become 
control over frontier ex- reaearchanddevelopment~ a factor. 
ploration, oilsands and 
heavy-oil research while unconventional energy "The government usa a 
selling off its profitable sources. [peat deal of control and 
assets will mean that the The newly-siructured inflneeceoverthepetrolenm 
corporation will eventually company would not depend on heavy government ~.. try in this country," he 
be disbanded, backing, he said. It would be Tlle government's goal 
If the Conservatives less of a drain on the public was to find • way of making 
succeed with their present purse, would be subject to PetroCanade most effective 
plans, he said, in two years the stricter discipline of the in"leadlng us to the over-all 
or less they will tell private sector and entirely 
Parliament that the parts of dependent on its own cash - goal of self-sufficiency." 
Peiro-Canade still in public flow. A key ingredient in that. 
hands are losing money and In an interview later, the effort was establishing a 
~a~e~ est that they be minister refusnd to speculate harmonious relationship . on how the company would between the federal and 
The Conservatives are be turned over to the private lnvincisl governments. 
The Kitimat Rotary Club corporation; the proposal to However, the provincial that insurance claimants 
has received notification OTTAWA (CP) --  The fourth quarter of t~  year at barrels a day." is not enough surplus sell kharos was a game to deputy ministers of era- wholose benefits will turn to 
thaltheyhevebem selected government has decided to the present rate of ~,000 The spokesmen said there domestic production to pretend that selling off s ployment agreed that st provinclal welfarefor assist-' uttt "'" th b ~.~,~h. . .x~. . . .~  metiontotheprlvatoseetor future meetings their ance. to Sponsor a refugee family reduce xports of light orude S ere  u t  the swaps to continue. due to arrive chortly, says ell to the United States and would broaden ownership, governments will listen to 
Bryan GraYdee •l~keaman pusslblyondthemaltoSether "Although precise "It's golng to narrow own. federal •r~unenis in favor However, he sai(I me~ 
for the club. becauaeofacontlnningtight BUCHAREST (CP) -- Congress, that tantallzina prngrams heve yet to be laid erehip...evenlflnitiallyal~ of cutting benefits and was agreement o meet 
lmmlgrati0nofflolalshave supply situation. The oilhnngry world is sit- vision of petrotenm wealth out, it seems likely that ~ Canadians omehow get modifying rules, said agaln in mid-November to 
contacted their overseas Energy Minister Ray ting on a staggering seven was quickly followed with a demand in peak winter shares they would otherwise Pro~'eseive Cos•creative d~use federal studies now 
0glees to lelect a •ui~bla IInatyehyn announced the trlllion barrels ot oil. sobering reminder of the mnnthe will he such as to onthave.Wlthinaveryqulck ~ Paul M ~ .  being prep•red on the 
ebd)famHy., to he Sl)onsored by th e move Tuesday, saying that political and economic oh. preclude light crude ex- peflod of time you woul.d see. McCroesun, a Toronto MP financial 'impact of the 
"light crude exports cannot In a paper presented today stncles nlndering ex- ports," Hnatyehyn said in a those share accummatea assigned to monitor the proposed changes to the pro- 
Orsydon laid prep•fallen be licensed throughout the to the World Petroleum ploitotion of that oil. news release. .into increasingly smaller ~eputy mintstsr¢ masting ~r•m. 
:far file family has begun by 
meur~ secommodationa 
;h~0m the scheol board. Local Terrace parents told try next year 
"W• have already bern ByEBLEENCOMEAU education, was on hand to of information about distrlcts in B.C. that have Ardanas aid he shared on the continuity of languqe and in some it ls 
promised MOO in donations, Herald Staff Writer enlighten the discouraged Cadrede Francals, which established 20 classes in the parents dlsap- elementary to~ school irreversible." iledged on a continuous ~basii for st least three parents who felt the was expanded on by  the newly implemented peintment and stated that but stated, "we have been Harrison said, "We 
mm,h,," Gmydon said. A Terrace area parents program had not been Ardanaz Monday. program. The teachers "at the ministry level we mandated by the moved on it as fast as we 
,total of I~0 has been con- voiced f rus t ra t ions  fairly dealt with. Ardanas presented the hired for these classes are going to start early to government to start could and we will car- 
'tributed and a promise of Monday night at a The stand taken by program with a total were subjected to a four- assist schools who" are working on the high tainly try for the 1960 
employmmt for the he~d e of meeting regarding the School District 88 description of the course week course at Pearson looking for teachers." schools." school year." 
the family, has ecn cancellation of a French (Terrace) was that outline. The English College on Vancouver . "What I would like to Alex Leveque, chair- Members Mtheparents 
.received. core program, Cadre de qualified teachers were curriculum was used to Island before they were see forTerraceisthatwe man for Parents for group said they are 
Contrllmtima are required Franc•is, which was to not a~,,ilsble to get the developaparailelFrench placed on the program, try again, find the French, expressed his confident hat they have 
in--labil.hsndmaintointhe b gin Sept. 4. program started for the program from primary to "I  guarantee you, ffyou teachers and get them to concern to Nan Harrison, enough parents in the 
m/lameBt of the refugee Dr. Nick Ardanaz, 1979-80 school year. intermediate levels, he have a weak teacher the Pearson College," said chairman of the Terrace area wanting to 
, family and may be directed execut ive  d i rec tor  The school board also said. education committee for educate their children in to the Rotary Club Rofngce program will die in a Ardenaz. 
Fund P.O. Bes$lT, Kitimnt, French language ser- indicated it was faced Ardenaz also said this matter of months," he Ardanaz is not hopeful the school board stating, the Cadre de Francals 
B.C. vices for the ministry of with the problem of lack ,k~.hool year sees 12 school qald. 'hey will start this year "the kids are loainB the program, 
t I 
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Terrace trade tour a success  
BY DON 8HAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Pacific Northwest has 
long complained that the 
Lower Malninnd's financial 
mot~lla have ignored the 
area. Now, they may no 
laser  have any rsaBon to 
complain. Monday the 
Terrace-Kittmat area was 
visited by a delegation from 
the Vancouver Board of 
Trade, which was making a 
swing through the northern 
area of the province ex- 
ckmtrianl°rln~l economic and in. 
opportunities. The 
visit to Terrace-Kit•mat was 
the first event on a five-day 
Rod COx, president of the Rupert, Prince George, Fort 
Terrace and District St. John, Dawson Creek, 
Chamber of Commerce, the. Whitehorse and Fort Nelson. 
affair appeared to be a 'l%e trip has an exhausting 
success, schedule, during which the 
"The majority of the 
people who came seemed to 
be very impressed with the 
area, and eepseially the way 
the area has been developed, 
"Cox said. I don't hink any 
of them really realized how 
we]] developed the area is, 
and if we've alerted anyone 
to the area's po~ibilities, 
then we've spent our time 
well." 
The visit and tour was part 
group is liable to develop a 
bad case of travel numbness. 
"We were fortunate to be 
at the beainnin~ of the tour, 
"said Cox. "After a while, 
.n, the places they are going 
are liable to run together." 
The Board of Trade 
delegation was composed of 
a select ~'oup of exeoutivee. 
The tour membership list 
inc luded an honorary 
chairman, nine company 
of "Exploration North 79," a presidents,, two vice- 
five-day swing through presldento, t~vo generalsales 
. itonerary, and according to _Terrace, Kit•mat, Prince __managers, .a national sales 
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manager, a B.C. government 
representsUve and a City of 
Vancouver representative, 
as well as consulting 
engineers and industrial 
sales people. 
The purpose of the tour is 
to provide the members of 
the Board of Trade with an 
incrusad awareness of the 
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10 a,m. to 5 p,m, 
service centre industrial 
sites, and then cruised 
around the Riveriodge 
Recreation Centre. The 
delegates next looked at the 
City Centre Expansion and 
Arena cor~truetion site. 
After a brief drive around 
the upper level of the city, 
thronah the Nechako nelgh- 
Webster 
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I 
economic aelivitte~ of the borhoud, the group left 
communities which they Kilimat and beaded back 
visit and the areas which toward Terrace and a lun'- 
they serve. The ~'oup hopes cheou put on Jointly by the 
to establish communication Terrace Chamber of Com- 
with the communities and meres and Alcan. 
industrial senates of During the lu~cboen i the 
Norhtorn B.C. and the Skeena Room at the Terrace 
Yuken, end to develop a Hotel, the delegation was 
better understandi~ of the welcomed to Terrace, and 
people and their way of life. Rod Cox was presented with 
The tour arrived at the a plague for the Chamber of 
Terrace-Kit•mat Airport at Commerce. 
8:45 a.m. and were then The delegation loft the 
given a bus tour of the . . . . .  =, ._ . ,  ..._~.,.. Terrace Hotel at 1:30 p.m. 
t~sm~'-=uumm, ~u. .~.  =rid drove ~, t  Caledonia 
area, stopping at Skeglund - - "  r -  . . . . . . . . . .  Senior Secondary School and 
li0~prL~S ann me uu~ese the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Viewpoint o get an idea of The buses on the Terrace leg 
what his area .had to.off~, of the tour were heated by 
1.ne M~P, .wmun also m- Rod Cox and Alderman Bob 
ClUnoO memuers el Terraco r~r  
and Kittmat municipal After the m~ hv n m 
governments, prominent ~ th~ h,m~. w,nt  ,n  
area businessmen and ~'nfer= J .'&'~,,L'-~'~ru~ ,.,..~'-"i~=, ,,©'7"~ 
representatives from the Mnrthw~tt ~nntlrnlln|tu 
Kllmmt -Stikine RegLonal Co-ll'e'l~e'--1'be-~rl~u"n--w-~s 
districts, was split into two treet~d'to a drive°uro~d the 
I~ . . .  The tow" .of. the campus, after which they 
no•oar  area sou mumat hacktracked mat Untands 
was led by Don Stewart, i~mn~ g~h~'i nn~rdnwn 
• ...u--.. "'-='i "'~ -innner " ' - - - - ' "  -~----" - " - - - ' " '~  ~ .m~...t mm.,~,p% ~. . _ .  , Halllwell to the Skeena View anu ~umat aommm~rauve . , . , . - -~t . ,+  n.  
|mlka.4k A~t~nn Ineu  , X ~  Ml+&i l lm iO ~m+ 
~mt~mt ~utmu ub~m.  i.[~m,~ q~en m~m.m stonna~t 
From the viewpoint, the ........... o-- ,-,--- . . . . . . . . . .  there and enJey~['the view 
tour went m ~tumat m man from the corner of Kalum 
at the golf course, From the and Munibe and then went 
golf course, the buses went down Halum to the Arena 
throuah the service centre o,,+ P~I  Com-lex 
toward Alcan While the . . . .  ,. . • . ' : ._ .  The buses were separated, 
were  8~oppL~l a~ A lcan ,  • t  tvhioh f lm~ one bus went 
Kitlmat mayor George ;~,~,,'~h"*h'~'Pnh1,~ L , ,m~ 
Them presented the ~-,,'~'~ n-',~h¥'n-m~--~,~'~t 
delegates with Sifts from the ~", '~%'~,"~-~'1 ;m-  i~%'; 
Kltlmate chamber of Rea.- "~-'~'..-- .,u---;'~-'-'~--'Evm,.=, .,~ 
Commerce, and he was v . . . .  Skeena Fores t  
..pres.ented with a gift from Produc|s sawmill. The 
me_ue!epuon.. . . . .  buses then met at the 
The nusex men murm me Terrace 'Munidpal Office, 
Eurocan dock., looked at the where they were shown the 
counctidmmbors. Here Bill 
MeRae of Price Skeena 
explained the significance of
the "talking Sticks" on the 
council chamber wall, and 
Mayor Dave Maroney 
handed out Kermodl Bear 
pins to the visitors. The 
group then left on luxury K CTS the 
(PS5) 10W for .Prince Rupert , 
where they spent +Monday 
niaht rmtl~ ............... 
The group seemoc ~m- 
pressed with the area and its 
range of development, Bill 
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Beer taken 
ser,ously 
• By TOM HENEGllAN 
Borrte, Honorary Chairman FREISTADT, Austria 
of Pemberton Securities (Heuter) --  The people of 
Limited, said he was ira- Froistadt decided more man 
pressed with the prosperous two centuries ago that their 
atmosphere in the Terrace- boerwaafertooimportantto 
Kit,mat area, and the be left to the brewers. 
"range of development The 14g houseowners 
thronahouL" within the medieval walls of' 
"I 'm amazed at the this nertbem Auetrien town 
amount of land still left in founded a communal 
b~nber between Terrace and brewery in 1777, forbiddl~ 
Kiflmat, and a.t,hew wide all other beer brewing In the 
open the area m.-  ereaand making themselves 
The tour arransere tried to the directors of the town's 
get the group exposed to as meet prominent industry. 
great a range of industries Now, Z)3 years and 8ener- 
• atlom of small town feuds and development as they 
could be, and they were later, the firm survives as 
successful in doing Europe's only commune, fly
that,However, this strategy owned brewery, a umqus 
proved frustrating at some enterprise that sells ;Just to 
points in the tour for certain its home market but 
members of the delegation tenderly wins medals for 
Kas Tazawa, industrtat eacellenoe in into•at•anna 
director of Nlcan Trading co~petltims.., . .  ~_: 
~nm~,LnnV room fmmh*atod at  uommunm owuem~p na, 
ouenotntbvnotboin~ableto helped Fr~tadt, a to~...o 
,,,t ~cl~' loch at the Price. 6¢800 hidden in the rol .1~ 
~eeea mill ' hills between Linz and me 
"Itwouldhave'bsennice to Czeehnslovek border, keep 
get in there and have a look its own brewery whfla other 
at the mill," he said small firms gave way to the 
• Rod COX ackno~v'ledged few ~ g lan~ t~.t_,rl~a: 
that this was a bit of .a nominate me ^unit 
problem, but to get everyone n~'ket . . . _ . _ ' ,  . . . . . . . .  
; .  aria m,t nf  th~ hem~B ~venmeer~Sn~guuu-~, 
several t im.  in the course of complete with appre.n. U,ce 
the afternoon would have quarters and lofts storing 
delayed proceedings son- bo~l~,!is..stll]~,h~.~uee',, . . . . .  , 
siderably. " It  is a shame _f.~re~a,t.)~:; .~. ' :~/~ 
tkntthn,.~m,ld~'f hnv~ tnken , ~m~u mat um uv,.'v . 
- = m, .~^.,, Hm= at ,ks .l=,,es commune stuck to the roc ps 
more times, but hadwe done ~,~ %u~,,~.~. ~% "~,-- 
UI~b t l l~ f  W~I~ b am ml .~tmm~la ,  n| |  ann ie .  
able to see half the thin@ ..= w-,,.v.,,,,, . . . .  vr-- 
,~.,,,O, eydi d ,, date these advantages, be 
" ;~"  ;~ ;i~ ~e lo~.al adds, although they are often 
"~ ~ "~ ' ""  nab businessmen end poh,c 
officials were quite satisfied :. . ."." ,~.,. ,,., ,,,,~t=hlv 
with the resuits of th to . . . . . . . . . . . .  al 
T.d. T~bm~,~, ¢~.~m Park au sorm m ran,.., 
• - - .7  .-=,,=,,,, ..,,-. the . . . . .  ~==P,, ~- Terrace disputes that effect.. 
T~"T~'Z'~= ~ ,m.o ,.o;~ commune," says ~ennetusr~ 
' de nothlNI but good for the "~".."~='~ "the'10na&t of 
community." .~"'.7',%,% , . .  ~d,bnt "'* . . . . . .  " "  -" '---~"Ion a~""  & l l l l  ~PlI~V '~' " 
u we, , .~ .  =-  =,~,,~u """~ . . . . .  ^'!  - fudge on only ;;;;;;r ¢;we;y 
then the . . . . . . . . .  k . . ,a  .~=mher a be=an 
~,~n = o,~-~=. V~en m,~ u , , . . -  - . . . - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ua seal servin~ one of the ti 
people go hack to Vancouver beers in his restaurant. 
, each one of them that we Thelittlebrewery, anxiooa 
make a favourable ira- to keep rival drat~[ht beers 
press•on on will tell ten out of Fraistadt, fought he 
others about us. I think case 811 the way up to the 
We've•ads a very good Austrian Supreme Court. 
impression on some of them." The |uatices refused to 
uphold the commune's 
Kit•mat mayor George monopoly but forced the dis- 
Thom:,waa #,so pleased with 
"the excursion. "We seem to "sidsnt opey a speelsl tax for 
'have '~ade "'It "~Oed"im- ,selling tltor~pt~'.beet In the 
~len  en these people, and picturesque town. 
of course that will be good The shiflin~ patterns of 
for the area as a whole." personal interests within the 
34-membor board produced 
managerial confusion in the 
browery'a good old days, 
Schneider says. 
Some chairmen found fic- 
titious Jobs for their friends; 
others Invested In pocrly 
I~auned pro~ects, and none 
apparently worried too much 
about distribution olthe final 
product, 
"We produced the beer 
and somehow it was token 
away," the brewmanter 
v kesw 
ev- -~m3 In town, so the 
beer made its way to the 
customers." 
The commune ventually 
brought some order into its 
delivery system, but cham 
remained inother areas. The 
average annual production 
of about 40,000 heetolitres 
dropped to 33,OOO hoctolitrce 
in IF/7 while the normally 
profitable enterprise sunk 
into debt. 
When mtaurant owner 
Wolfgang Delm became 
chairman that year, he 
staged a bicentennial 
celebration and then In- 
traduced . in  austerity 
i~iram. He alsopwup his 
.nnp  to 
the brewery a first Ixudocn 
manager. 
Most  townspeop le  
welcomed the mere effldent 
mann•meat but had to .be 
persuaded that their 
dividends hould be stopped 
for several year= to help the 
carom,me over its financial 
difficulties. 
While NFeeln~ that the 
brewery is a fuciuatinB 
eouununity IrOJeet, Dsim 
admits that manqp~ it 
would be easier if he could 
make important doe•alone 
without coesuitin8 I~  neigh. 
bars. 
"But this brewer~ Is 
unique in Europe and we 
want to stick to our 
tradittoan," bo gays, ~iddd~ 
that tboee traditions 
stand in the way of abe brew. 
ery'a gradual return to sen- 
nomlc health. 
Although small ebb '  
have been made 
commune's constitution over 
the last two centuries, 
almost all the original 
statutes still apply. 
0nly the owners of the 1@ 
narrow houses in Frelstadt's 
baroque old town belong to 
the commtme. They elect a 
board and its chairman 
every throe.years and can 
approve or reJoct all policy 
decisions ' I t  monthly 
msetllq~. 
~.; 3~an tl~bmwe~ YS out 
dividends, the commune 
members receive Has  
fl~wed in relation to the 
of buckets of beer 
the 1777 owners o~ their 
houses were enUfled to. 
Ent i t lement  var ied  
acee~Uq to the beuw'a 
original contribution to 
cemtruetlen of the brewery. 
Although the commune 
has paid out dividends in 
cath for u long as anybody 
here can remember, it Mill 
uses the old N-sirra buckets 
u the beein for cuiculatlnl 
them. 
There are about e,40O 
shares in the commune --  
equal to the number of 
buckets of beer produced in 
the first year of brewing --  
and each beusocwner must 
own at least IS of them 
pay the appropriate taxes 
per buckeL 
• The...:, founders Jet 
maximum ownership at 140 
buckets to prevent any one 
shareholder from 
control, Schndder ~inl~W. 
"A single owner could 
make some very bad 
decision, like dmin~ the 
brewery because it 
supposed ly  wasn ' t  
economical. With m many 
owners, that can't happens-." 
Good lunch  for  some 
OTTAWA (~)  - -  Con- apple and snllk. . 
sider this school lunchbox: a Or, spread a bagel With 
cream ehme and add diced vacuum bottle of vichyssoise 
soup, a few pieces of crispy 
chicken, a container of 
coleslaw and fruit salad and 
a buttered, crusty roll. 
Adult's view of this lunch: 
nourishing, appetizing, 
satisfying. School child's 
view of the same lunch: 
dumb. 
Why? 
According to Carmen 
MoreauVeca of the food 
. . . . . . .  " g"e-orm  L,C| &Brsn iadvinor, division at Agriculture Canada, no B/I,~./.,~ +~ ..... ,.i,"/ , youngster would be caught 
a i;" :A  Professmn . 8 x 10 I I leg d ad,,whoinebowinS the has schooltime Onacafeteria. for chicken,that 
anyway on a 30-minute I Co lour  Por t ra i t  I lunch, inci.d  lco r44¢ stops?" she asks, "Bexi*s 
I this lunch Is sissy - -  
(Regularly 88¢) • children's attitudes to lpnch 
are different from adults'," 
Ms. Moreau-Vena says a 
packed lunch is llke a sohoo.l 
uniform - - i t  has to Iooz 
.. right. 
• '% good lunch should 
• contain somelhing frem each 
• of the four main food groups. 
A protein food, bread, fruit 
or vegetable and milk." 
• Nor should either side of 
the sandwich filling always 
: I /2  +,+ oPRICE 
II • Choose from ourselection of eight scenic 
I and colour backgrounds. 
• • You'may select additional portraits 
• offered at reasonable prices, with no 
II obligation. 
II • See our large Decorator Portrait, 
• Satisfaction always, or your money 
cheerfully refunded. g 
One sitting per subject-'$1 per subject for • be white bread. 
additional subjects, groups, or individuals in • "Use whole wheat rolls, 
• sesame buns~ submarine, 
the same family. Persons under 18 must be m bagels, muffins, crackers 
| accompanied by parent or guardian. • and a variety of breads -- 
" rye ,  pumpernickel, malt, 
cheese, cracked wheat end :SHOPPERS :...,.,, 
, DRUG . some examples of hnlanced - - • lunches: 
463S Lokslsa Ave. m Try double-decker ~md. 
Terrace, B.C. • withes with chicken and eg8 
m salad on a round malt loaf. 
Tues..W~l. 10.5 Thuri.-FrL 10.8 Sat. 1¢5 • Tuck in celery sticks, cherry 
| • ss  mn i MM MM MM MM MM mm mm mm m m • tomatoes, ~anola bars. an 
beef or ham. Include iraen 
pepper sticks, 
oatmeal cookies wi~a~se~ 
filling and tomato Juice. 
Butter whole wheat 
muffins or carrot bread and 
pack almg with a chunk ef 
cheddar, a hard-ballad en ,  
celery stuffed with peenut 
butter, and a peach and 
milk. 
To keep the lunch fnmb, 
she suggcals making the 
sandwiches ahead ef time, 
then f ro~ them. 
However, she adds, eggs 
become toulh end dry 
luncheon meats become 
overly salty In the frse~r. 
"Frozen individually, 
wrapped sandwiches packed 
in the more,rig will thaw by 
moon,"  
The food consultant also 
suggests the inclusion of a 
small frozen can of Juice, 
"It helps keep other foods 
chilled and Is ready to drink 
at iunehtlm~." 
8UCCBS RATE UP 
NEW YORK (CP) --  Heart 
tramplanta "can now be re- 
.prded with cautious optim- 
um," even theugh patiento 
have a SO peRent 
chance~ surviving five • 
years, say two American 
heart surgeons. Doctors 
Paul 8. Rmnel and A. Ben- 
edict Ceeimt say that since 
Dr. Christtaen Bnmard first 
'performed the operation in 
1967, the surgery has been 
refined and has become 
more delicate. Peat- 
operative care also has be- 
some more effective. 
1 
The Herald, Psg4r~ 
; ~::~'!.:: • . . "  S[ Judge jails 
...... ++++'/!i I COU RT NEW + local youth 
grams of marijuana. .... Judge Darrali Collins sentenced a Terrace juvenile 
;:" + " 
:+": 
Fermer CouacU.'member C~rry Duffus made hk Maroney got embroiled in a lively exchange of insults 
presence felt s t 'Mmday ev,~alNl's Terrace District concerning the Mayor's absence from the Birch 
Council meeting. Duffua.and Terrace Mayer Dave Avenue Rezoning Hearing. 
TERRACE COUNCIL 
To Lr'garbage the topics 
Council on the occasion of 
the Board of Trade tour. 
Volrlch expressed the 
:bepe that the your would 
stve business lenders a 
better indication of the 
Idnd of activity in the 
Northwest area. 
beth the greater Terrace 
area, plus industrial sites 
such as millS." 
There are now plans to 
set up mes~@ involving 
the mun ic ipa l i ty ,  
that a new referendum-grows,we could be facing 
may be possible, if the some problems, he said. 
area encompassed be "We are looking to the 
redefined to include just future to be able to serve 
Thornhill At the 
moment residents of 
Thorahlli and outlying 
districts must pay ~ for 
borrowing privlieges. 
BY ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
li,~ +:,':; " ' ' 
~.The recent v is i t -by 
members of Vancouver's 
Board of Trade was on 
the agenda of Monday's 
regular meeting of the 
Terrace District Council 
and Rod Cox, the 
~ esident of the chamber commerce in Terrace, 
presented council with a 
memorial plaque given to 
him by the ,Board of 
Trade contingent. The 
plaque will be displayed 
in Cotnc0+ chum_hers. 
Vancouver Mayor Jack 
Volrich wrote Terrace 
In other council news, Council is preparing 
the question of the plans for the pe~sible 
financing of the Terrace location of a new refuse 
public l ibrary arose site to serve Terrace. 
again. A referendum for Mnniclpal administrator 
cost sharing , in the "';' Bob Hansor says there is 
Thoruldll and outlying no problem with the 
areas was defeate~ existing sanitary landfill 
earlier this year. There off Kalum Lake Drive. 
is thought in the regional "However , we are 
district board and council realizing as the area 
Prince George to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. 
The cenvention's theme 
this year is "It's a Small 
World." Speakers and 
forums will cover tOl~en 
• from the "Year of the Child" 
to sorority particulars and 
lots of friendship and on~ 
teriainment will be evident. 
There will be a quest 
representative from the 
,International Office, a 
d is~d member from 
North Delta, British 
Columbia, Olive Oarrett. 
regional district, the 
pollution and water 
control branches and 
other interested parties. 
A ,,Y petition from ~. 
property owners  bf ~ 
Blakeburn Street was 
received by council at 
Monday's meeting . 
Since three quarters of 
the owners are S iy .h  ] s  paved, requesting the street be oror  oats  earch council members 
gave the go,head to the  
convention here I closer project. 
,O.T ST. JO , B.c. I POL ICE  The Terrace ffaslPtors m She has reeenUy received an (CP) -- Searchers hunting 
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will International Award of for a missing helicopter in 
be hosUng u convention the Distinction. The honsrary northeastern Brit ish 
weekendof Sept.=e, 29,30. It member from Terrace, Columbia haven't found it I NEWS 
wili take place st the Lakelse Vesta Douglas, will also be yet but said Tuesday they 
Hotel and will involve 130 to present, know where it was on the day 
150 sorority members from Guest speakers will in- it went missing. 
A search and rescue elude Tnrlssu Tarwlck, 
speoldng on "The Rights of 
Children." 
The merchants ofTerrace 
have generously donated 
door prises to the con- 
vention, ineluding.a fashion 
show by 2rid Look and a 1400 
diamood rh~ from Carter's 
Jewellers. 
Convention co.chalrmen 
are  Am Twid le  of 4011 
Beener Street, 63,5-4694 and 
Margaret Dediluke of 33O6 
Kem~ Street, 635.4873, both 
of whom can be contacted for 
further ioformaUon. 
Theatre seeking star 
selection of plays. 
The Te~Tace Little Theatre 
Seclety especially en- 
courages new peosple to pop 
in at the theatre at the above 
• times to chot with the group. 
Experience is secondary to 
interest in this community 
- theatre. Feel free to phone 
Brian Koven at 635.4eTe or 
Ken Morton at 6&~7507, for 
further details. 
The Terroce Little Theatre 
will be casting far their fail 
production this Thursday, at 
I:30 p.m. and Sunday, at 
t0:30 a.m. Auditimm will be 
held at the Terrace Little 
Theatre, Kalum and Soucle. 
The theatre also needs 
. people to helpin a hacksiago 
capacity. 
The fall production will be 
'a light, frothy comecly which 
will be chosen srom a 
Workshop is today 
spokesman said the 
helicopter was spotted 
Sunday morning on the 
ground about four miles 
south of an airstrip at Profit 
River near Mile 233 of the 
Alaska Highway. 
Tuesday's earch concen. 
trated on an area Just south 
of Fort Nelson and southwest 
along branch roads off the 
Alaska Highway. Scachere 
believe the helicopter pilot 
might have followed a 
branch road and became lust 
in heavy rain and fog. 
Provincial emergency 
program pilots and spotters 
were being used today, with 
four aircraft and three 
Ahoulah Jaserovic, 36, of 
Terrace has been charged by 
RCMP with impaired 
driving and failing to provide 
a breath sample. • - 
Meanwhile, K i t imat  
RCMP charged a 22-yenr-old 
Kitimat man with impaired 
driving on Monday. The~ 
man's name was not. 
released . . . . .  ~ ~ = ~ ' 
John McMenlmon of'Vista • 
Village in Kitimat reported, 
that his residence was 
broken into Monday af-' 
terooon, his stereo equip-i, 
ment and an undetermined 
sum of money was taken. ' 
Police are looking into the 
theft. 
helicopters involved in the Kitimat RCMP officers 
search, were kept busy attending 
The helicopter, piloted by fights and looking after 
Walter Yatee, 50, of Austin, severaiother complaints of a 
Texas, was reported mbmlng minor nature Monday night 
on a flight from Fort Nelsoa and early Tuesday morning. 
to Red Deer, AI~. 
Arts Meet IWEATH .,. _. " There will be a meeting 
of the Terrace and I"11~ 
District Arts Council 
tonight at 7:45 p.m. the 
board room on the main 
floor of the Northwest 
Community College's 
Administrative Building. 
All interested persons are 
invited to attend. 
This will be the only 
time |~,;s year that the 
meeting will be held at 
the college. Other 
meetings are regularly 
held in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
The Terrace Weather 
office predicts mostly cloudy 
skies with a chance of a few 
showers Wednesday. It 
should improve later in the 
afternoon. High fo Wed. 
needay of 16 or 17 degrees 
Coleine, low of 12 degrees at 
night. Outlook for Thursday 
: cloudy with a chance of 
showers. 
The Kermode Friendship the friendslup centre. 
Centre in iiasen with the The literature to be 
Wemens Growth Centre will 
he hosting a workshop for 
"Discrimination and Your 
Rights", today. 
A panel of four will ad- 
dress the subject for the 
workshop soi.d Vl Gall an- 
provided at the workshop 
has been obtained from ten 
Vancouver People Law 
School who will also be 
+cosponsoring eneral 
'workshops intbe future, said 
~Gellenbeck 
Im~ired riven continue 
to occupy the com'ts time 
and warnings, were again 
issued by Judge Darrall 
Collins Tuesday. 
Donald Johnson, 19, was 
fitted $3}0 or 30 days in 
default in Terrace provincial 
court, after pleading guilty 
to an impaired driving 
charge. 
Jeff Arndt, Crown counsel, 
told the court that after 
Johnson was spoken to by the 
RCMP on May 12 at the 
Terrace Hotel perking lot 
and told he should not drive 
as he was impaired, Johnson 
got in his car and drove 
anyway. Johnson was 
commended by Collins for 
gol~ to coumelllngservice 
and recognizing his problem• 
Antonio Cordairo pleaded 
guilty to charges of being 
impaired , driving while 
prohibite d and pwseesion of 
a narcotic. Cordeiro was 
charged after being stopped 
by RCMP on Eby St. May 12. 
Before sentencing Judge 
Collins warned Cerdelro "ff 
it heppens again I would give 
very serious consideration to
Jail." Cordelro was fined 
~500 or 60 days for. the im- 
paired charge, ;150 or ;0 
days for driving while 
smpended and 1100 or seven 
days for possession of three 
William Baca pleaded 
guilty before Judge Collins to 
a charge of driving a motor 
vehicle while disqualified 
and received a line of ~ or 
45 days. Baca told the court 
his wife always drives his 
car and she was ill on the day 
he was slopped by the 
Terrace RCMP. Crown 
counsel told the court of 
Baca's previous convictions 
which resulted in Collins 
stating "you are going to run 
a real risk of being sentenced 
to Jail if you are going to 
continue driving while 
suspended." 
Darryl Mallet was fined 
~0 wben he pleaded guilty to 
a charge of being a minor in 
possession of liquor. Mallet 
was stopped by two plain 
clothed police officers on 
July 31 when he walked out 
of the Terrace Hotel with a 
case of beer, the court was 
told. 
P~nald Lozinskl pleaded 
~,tt, lty to a charge of having a 
bloed-ulcohol reading over 
• ~e legal limit and was fined 
bS00 in default 90 days. 
COPJIns told Lozinski if he 
returned to the courts with 
another conviction the court 
would give consideration toa 
Jail sentence. 
theatre intro here 
An Intreduction to Theatre 
is scheduled for Saturday 
mornings in one block, from 
9 pm to midnight so that 
students who are working 
may take the course. If 
you've never taken a course 
in theatre before, this will be 
perfect for you. If you've 
had some theatre training 
and-or experience, this will 
ezpand your knowledge. 
The only qualification you 
need is your interest. 
Come on out and meet 
instructor, Cherie Thieuon 
at the college this Saturday, 
Sept 15th. You can discuss 
the course before you sign 
Up. The re~t  is  $~.~0 per  
semester. 
New courses offered 
Northwest Community 
College is offering several 
new university courses this 
year, among them is an 
Introduction to Theatre, a 
look at theatre from many 
angles. 
Students will __a_k9 be 
ezpescd to the many facets 
of a play, from stage design, 
to acting, makeup, directing, 
mime and writing. 
V i s i t ing  theat re  
professionals wilib be called 
in to give sessions on 
movement, lighting, acting, 
to spend one year at the"youth containment centre in 
Buruaby Monday interface provincial court. 
The Juvenile appeared before Coliins on a charge of 
break and entry with intent to commit an indictable 
offence. 
The probation officer appeariag on behalf of the 
juvenile told the court the juvenile was beyond any 
possibility of control. Crown Counsel Jeff Arndt 
agreed with the probation officer and recom- 
mendation was made that the juvenile be held in 
custody to protect he public. 
Collins stated the tmrdship may teach the youngster 
a lesson and expressed perhaps he could be placed on 
a DASH program that is conducted on the lower 
mainland. 
Seven students 
win scholarships 
Seven Caledonia Senior 
Secondary students won 
Province of British 
Columbia scholarships 
worth $1,500 inch last June. 
Thin Is tha second year in a 
row that Caledonia students 
have won seven scholar- 
ships. 
Redplmto of scholarships 
last June were Kathy 
To obtain a Province of 
B.C. Scholarship, a student 
must recieve a pass mark in 
an English Composition 
examination and obtain an 
average of approximately 60 
per cent in three other 
scholarship examinations. 
The results obtained by 
Caledmla students compare 
favom-ably with those ob- 
Brewer, Rick Brouwer, rained by schools of similar 
Paola Durundo, Judl size tbroughout B.C. 
-Eastman, Colleen McGhce, The staff and ad- 
Laurie Radelet, and Vide ministration of Caledonia 
Schooner. These students Senior Seemdary are very 
have since gone on to pest- pleased with the acholarnldn 
secondary education results 
TERRACE CLASSICAL 
BALLET SCHOOL 
(Director BARBARA NUNN, A.I.S.T.D., I.S.B.) 
RECOGNISED BY:- 
THE ROYAL ACAOEMY OF DANCING 
and the 
IMPERIAL SOCIETY OF 
TEACHERS OF DANCf NG 
Graded classes for Examinations and Festival 
REGISTER AFTER 7th SEPTEMBER, 
635-3467 (Studio) 635.2440 (Resiclencej 
or by mall to Box 914, Terrace, VSG 4R2 
,+ 
When you decide 
to lose weight...  
call Diet Center l 
.All of us who have struggled with a weight 
problem know that the toughestpart of 
losing that weight is getting started. When 
you make that decision, we're here to help! 
I I 
r | 
START LOSING WEIGHT 
TOMORROW! 
Our program of sound nutrition 
and private daily counseling will 
result in a natural and sustained 
weight loss. 
r 
I I 
i • 
You'll lose 
17 to 25 poun 
in just 6 weeks! 
And we'll teach you what it takes to 
keep it off! A 
CALL 1 
TODAY! 
I 
/~q~j  Upsfalrs In fhe Lazelle Professional Rttllrllnn 
/ 13843~ Mon• thru Frl. 
/ 535-3832 9. 1 / 
EVERYONE IS WELCOME AT OUR 
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER lS 
from 10 to 2 
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A look at the NDP conventio 
/TER R ACE/K Irl M AT " ~P~'T~t~E~S~d n=iteeosth;alsaes~era~ f inflt~reW~ ' assess Pl~t~ n - -1  d id aily hera o, jo . eventually find oors~dves without any Jobs. The question for NDP strategists is: 
major virtue is to point out the dilemna of the B.C. How can iJritish Columbisno '~ragain euntrol of thoh" 
Oeneral Office. &I$.LlS7 Published by 
Circulation •635.4357 Sterling Publlshors 
GEN. MANAGER. Knox Coupland 
EDITOR- Greg Mlddleton 
CI RCU LATION • TERRACE- 635.6357 
KITIMATOFFICE • 632.2747 
Published every weekday at 3212 Kalum Streef, 
Terrace, B.C. A member of Varified Circulation. 
Authorized as second class mall. Registration umber 
1201. Po~tage paid In cash, return postago guaranteed. 
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Ths Herald retains full, complete and sole cspyrlght In 
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Rq~roductlon Is not permitted without he written 
~rml,lon of the Pobllsh~r. 
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BY FRANK OBERLE 
MP:Prince Georl~e -Peace River 
Every year, members of the Canadian House of 
Cmnmous and Senate, and the United States Senate 
and Congrem, meet to discuss issues of common in. 
'.terest and Juriodietlon. I was asked to participate as a 
member of the Canadian delegation in order to 
present northeastern British Columbia's views on 
onergy development since the main focus of attention 
ea this year's agenda was Energy and prospects for a 
North American Common Market for Energy. 
The discussions are traditionally very open and 
direct but many of us on the Canadian side were 
surprised how w.rinus end aggressive the Americans 
were in their pursuit of a Continental Common Energy 
Policy-or the estsblishement of a Continental Corn- 
man Energy Market, where all energy resources in 
North America would be pooled together. 
Oil consumption i  Western Nations has increased 
rapidly since 19~0. Prior to 1973, the growth in oil 
consumption averaged 7 percent per year, a rate of 
growth which exceeded moet countries' average 
annual growth in G.N.P.( the total output of goods and 
services in a country). Although this growth rate has 
declined in recent years, there are several reasons to 
be concerned about future oil supplies and the im- 
pUeations for continued economic growth. 
The demand for oil in lesser 'developed countries 
continues to increase by 5-7 per cent per year as their 
economies become more industrialized. Although the 
total demand for oil from these countries is quite 
emall relative to the demand of the developed Western 
.Nations, their percentage of world demand for oil can 
be expected to increase. Furthermore, China and 
Russia are presently exporting oil to their "satellite" 
countries at the rate of I million barrels per day, but 
by 19~5, they will nq longer have surplus oil to export 
and will, in fact, require an additional 600 thousand 
Barrels Per Day (B.P.D.) from the international 
market. 
Present world production of crude oil is roughly 69 
million B.P.D. and world output will peak by 1990 at 7O 
million B.P.D. This represents an annual increase in 
supply of less than I per cent and it is expected that 
world output will decline by the same rate after 1990. 
Given these factors, if we project world oil supply 
and demand into the future, total demand will exceed 
total supply by the mid 1980's. Recognizing the close 
relationship between economic growth and energy 
,consumption, the implications are that countries 
dependent on oil supplies from outside their 
Jurisdietion could be facing a declining rate of ~rwth 
- in  their G.N.P. and perhaps even a general reduction - 
in their standard of living. 
With the world facing real shortages in oil by 1985 
and the United States being highly dependent on 
foreign sources of oil, it is not surprising the United- 
.Mates is promoting the concept of a North American 
Common Market for Energy. 
We in Canada have good cause to be optimistic 
about our energy future since the possibility of 
achieving energy self-sufficiency in Canada is very 
real. But achieving self-sufficiency will require 
'massive inveel~nonts in exploration, in research and 
development of alternative forms of energy and a 
concerted effort in the area of energy conservation. 
At present, Canada is a net importer of crude oil in the 
amount of 300 thousand B.F.D. and our present oil 
production is declining; oil from new discoveries must 
come on stream in the near future if we are to reverse 
this trend. 
on the energy supply side, Canada's efforts toward 
self-suificlency will, therefore, be directed at rapid 
development of synthetic fuels such as the Tarsando 
and heavy oils, and substitution of natural gaa and. 
coal for oil. Here again we will require massive in- 
vestments in delivery and distributlon systems. T ,he 
-Alaska Highway Natural Gas Pipeline, a project 
estimated to coat $14 billion, is an example of how 
'expensive it will become to deliver our own frontier oil 
and natural gas to markets which are concentrated 
within I00 miles of the Canada-U.S.A. border. 
There is strong evidence which indicates new 
oil discoveries of d n~tural gas in Canada can be an 
expected if current exploration efforts continue. To 
what extent Canada should share these new supplies 
with the United States is a question which our new 
government will have to come to terms with in very 
short order. 
The fact is that despite many commitments by 
President Carter and his predecessors In the United 
States toward the development of synthetic fuel and 
energy conservation, Canada has done much more to 
prqmote throe ends than the United States has. 
We told our American friends that it Is in C~noda'e 
best interest to assist he United States in achieving 
their own goals of energy self-sufficiency but that they 
should not expect Canadians to share energy 
resources with the United States if those resources are 
inecessery tomeet he future energy requirements of 
Canada 
For more information phone: 
(613) 996 2316 
The big~ity media seems to think that provincial 
New Democrats moved "sharply" to the political eft 
when 800 delegates to the party's recent Labour, Day 
weekend convention approved a new bread-ranging 
economic d development policy. 
Vancouver Province reporter David Todd called it 
"a major change in the party's political dirootlon." 
There was no doubt in the Province newsman's mind 
about which way the NDP was headin& "Sharp left," 
said Todd, describing the new strategy which calls for 
more effective public control of natural resources, 
new Crown corporations, and inerensed scrutiny of big 
business. 
In an ominously-titied editorial ('~l'ho heavy hand 
again"), the Vancouver Sun charged that NDP leftists 
had once more cudgelled party moderates into sup- 
porting aprogram of "heavy handed state socialism." 
But never fear, soothed the Sun, the NDP, with an 
election three years away, was merely "indulging its 
radical elements a little." 
These turnouts of a resurgence of hard.line 
socialism amid NDP ranks will no doubt cause 
political observers who s n~ed threngh.wha.t was 
generally concede~J to be me ND..p.'a qmecesc on- 
vention in years. ("Dull," said columnist Marjorie 
Nlcho, is bluntly) to awaken with a start. There's only 
one'problem. It didn't happen, rseted with 
Whether this bit on non-news should be g 
sighs of relief or disappointment is a matter for 
debate. But, in any case, hero's what provinclol 
ND_Pers actually did about economic policy: 
lue convention, debating the 35.page economic 
policy paper for less than 20 minutes (hardly the sort 
of thing that oceurn when radical or controverslol 
proposals come forward) almost unanimously ap- 
proved a middie-of-the-read plan that a task force 
headed by University of British Columbia ecademie 
Tom Gunton had apont wo-and-a-half years putting 
together. What dissent there was to the strategy, 
contrary to media clpims that the plan marked a 
leftward turn, was voiced by party members who felt 
the duemnent lacked 'Yeas teeth" and wanted 
souse.thing much tougher,._ ~ ....... 
mar man anyuung stormily new, the NDP's 
uewly-adopted economic policy is little more than a 
consolidation of traditional social democratic ideas 
about how to develop a mixed economy. After all, 
what's so new about calling for control of natural 
resources, proposing Crown corporations, or 
demanding that big business be accountable to the 
public? The NDP has been making such proposals 
since its CCP days in the early 1930s. 
economy. The main thing we do in B.C., the plan 
reminds us, Is to export resources uch as timber, 
minerals and energy to outside markets. "Ideally, the 
'earnings from the sale of these resources should be 
reinvested back into the B.C. economy, "the policy 
paper notes. But, in fact, this doesn't happen. Thus, 
the province ' continues to have one of the weaxesc 
manufacturing sectors of any modern economy in the 
world. 
Only 15 per cent of the B.C. labour force works in 
manufacturing, compared to Sweden which has 80 per 
cent in manufacturing and West Germany with 38 per 
cent. Worse, what manufacturing we do have is 
located in slow growth, low level primary processing 
rather than in high growth, l~ffher technology in- 
dustries. 
The result of all this is that the B.C. economy "is 
almest as speclalised today as it was 20 years ago." 
The situation isnot made any easier by the fact that 51 
per cent of mining, petroleum and natural gaA ex- 
traction in the province is under foreign control, as is 
e0per cent of the already weak manufacturing sector. 
If you hold the not unreasonable view that these 
natural resources (even the an-ealled "renewable" 
ones like forestry) will not last forever, it's possible to 
pereelve a real problem on the not-oo.distant horizon. 
Of course, the kind of long-term economic thinking 
contained in the NDP document is somewhat less 
exciting than the latest episode of "Chorlle's Angels" 
or the price of hamburger at the supermarket. Ad- 
mittedly, there is Currently a vngue.seuse of public 
uneuineas about whore things are go.aug, and fears 
are expressed about everything from exploding pop 
bottles to the exploding price of.gold. In the main, 
however, people still ~opo that the governments 
they've lected will somehow muddle throngh. 
If these problems ~/re real, as the NDP policy paper 
claims, they are not made any de&er for the public 
by Bill Bennett's less-~overnment style' government 
(that's something Uke mentie.~, mealloaf), or 
Joe Clark's for that matter, both o~ whom ~ us that 
all we have to do is leave it to the private sector. What 
they forget o mention is that the Canadian economy, 
has b.~n left to the private sector for over a century 
now, and if we have the problem of being a one-aided 
portion of the blame must rest with our resident and 
.visiting capitalist proflt-makors. 
The basic idea oftbe NDP economic strategy is that 
"the investment of resource revenues to build up a 
strong industrial base is the key to the development 
of the B.C. economy." Unless we start creating dif- 
PRISON FEATURE 
Tens ion comes from few 
By FRANK GOLDMPINK 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  A killing and 
a beating took place at Stony 
Mountain penitentiary this summer 
but tension there IS no greater now 
than it waa a year ago, says Prison 
Director Raymond Deerochers. 
Not so, counters Curtis Fentalne, 
executive director of Native Clan 
Orgasisation, which couuneb native 
prisOnore. 
"The tension at Stoney is pretty 
thick," he said. "But the Inmates 
are creating their own situation out 
there. 
"From what I understand, a 
handful are trying to gain control of 
Ikngs and sex." 
Desreehers says cklms of a battle 
for control of drugs, first made in 
news tories following the slaying in 
~JU~,We  are questionable, 
e know some inmates fight 
each other, but we don't know ff 
~here is warring between groups." 
He added that here is no reason to 
expect a blow.up similar to the last 
major disturbm~ at Stony, a five. 
day prisoner strilb~' is 1~75. 
A former Stony convict, now at an 
adjacent prison farm, said the 
killing and the beating-- as well as a' 
killing 19 months ago -- were drug 
related. 
He did not know whether thert 
was a gang war u.nder way at the 
prison, "but thes~ were drug : For women prisoners, life at the 
killings." Portage la Prairie correctional 
The former convict, who asked ~mtre has been quleL. 
that he be referred to only .as.Ed, Erie Cox of the provincial. 
said the prism staff IS igniting or c~wrectione branch said there have 
perhaps contribuling to w .hph r- bern no problenm Implementing a 
'7ap rnJw)at Stony. ;you can't say federal pulley to leave women 
it'sonlybecausaoftheinma~es,"Ed prisoners in their home province 
said. "It takes more than Just In- rather than shipping' thgtony 
mates." Mount29 prisoners at numerous in-.' 
Although the prison is classed as' home Jobs such as tailoring prism 
medium security, he said It is run at el oU~g and sewing mall bags for! 
maximum security, the post africa. Others do clerical 
"If you happen to get too vocal or and malntenanco W rk or take Jobl 
too violent, you're shipped to 9 ,h  _training . . . . . .  '_ 
ndsappenr overnight. It's what he 
guys call kidnapping. You dm't - There are aiso m ~an ~00 
have any say and there's no chance ~lunteers who assist in social and 
to object." ' recreation programs. 
"Because of the large amount of 
An increase in correctional sar- 
vice bureaucracy in recent years' 
and arbitrary chenam by staff in 
prison routine have worsened the 
prison atmosphere, said Ed, who' 
spent si~ years in Stony before balng 
tramferred to the farm two years . 
Corrections Commisaio,go, for. 
-example -- have helped keep 
l~'mtration down among prisoners 
around the province. • 
"We ~ve counted ourselves lucky 
"that we ve had no disturbances of 
any kind," said Schneis responsible 
for netlrly 800 prisone9 slbw~bush 
camlz. 
activity, we tend to keep toonlogphz.. 
"living unit" officers -- non- 
uniformed staff assigned per- 
m~ently to cell areas -- has been 
effective. Bti~ Ed is skeptical. 
"It Is a farce. Before, these guys 
were normal e~eryday ~uar~a. So 
~hey take them out of uniform and, 
make them counseHore, without 
proper trainiag." 9p dp.te~ ideas 
which improve the public image of 
penitent;9"The chaplain program is 
the meet effective you've got as far 
as interaction with,the community. 
At Stony, they were going to out 
back from two to one, but there was 
a slink created and the second 
position was reinstated." 
I ! 
resource revenues..and ensure that they are rein- 
vested back into B.C."? 
After rejecting the current methods employed, by
~governments as inadequate, the NDP opm mr a.poucy 
of '~lng Crown corporations to engage m me ~:  
pioraUon, development and marketing ol resources." 
However, far from proposing a sweep .~g (or har~d. 4i~., i 
secialist) policy, the NDP strategy m r~s a mmeram 
course, calling only for a B.C, Coal C, erporauun, a 
Land Development Corporation (to service and 
market urban land) and a new publicly controlled 
BCRIC (what happens to the old nowt3rlvato .s~...t~', 
BCRIC is left unstated), as weu as more reanaucl 
royalty and stumpage charges. Far from being, a! 
sharp turn to the left, as ~a~.. ed by tbe ~n m .ema, i 
the real question is wnemer me ~u.vs nu:xm, 
economy proposuk are sufficient o prouuce acuuu, 
• expansion of manufacturing in areas such u forest 
product processing, resoure.e m a ~  ..manuf.ae-i 
turo, mineral processing, stop Du~,  ou remnn~ 
and raft ear production (all of which are suggested by 
the NDP roport}. 
In the course of rids sedate discusston about economic 
strategy (more characteristic of a sob~., major ~.rty 
expecting to assume governing responsmmues ramer 
than an unleashed pack of radicals): there, was eo~ 
mini-debate between left, right and cemr~j~c~m 
democrats in which, indeed, the left carried y. 
Again, it was unspectacular. 
The NDP report initially called for the establish- 
merit of a huslnees-labour-~overnment tripartite 
Economic Development Council to advise the 
provincial government on economic policy: But 
tripartite advisory council was rp_Jec~ ?y purtT 
leftists and a large segment of trade union ~lelegmes 
(who etill have unpleasant memories of tripartism 
proposals during the days of wage cent ro i s ) . . .  
• Instead, the economic policy papo~.wa_sam~ 
propesing, rather than tripartite advice, Umt an t~vt, 
government "would require Crown Corporations and 
private firms to provide detailed estimates of their 
output and investment plans to a provincial Economic. 
Planning Board" which would then "ensure" that 
ccenomie development proceeded in the interests of 
the poople of B.C. All of which sounds tame and v .~ 
enough, but could, if push ever came to shove, provloo 
a basis for strong government action. However, the 
prospect is still distant enough that'the propesal';; 
should generate little alarm among the boys down at 
the stock exchange and is hardly a cause for the Sun to 
issue dire editorial warnings, -~ : : . .=  
, , , ! ,  .,~:~.. 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT ' 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
=-Ottawa- l~f~ you get carried away with the great, 
good generosity and humanity of it all: let it be known 
" that  s~me I00 Vielmunese r fugees woo new into the 
• National"Cai~Ital more than a month ago are casting 
you, as a taxpayer, MS,500 a week to house in two 
mldtown hotels. 
Now that's Just the shelter bill for only 100 of the 
50,000 homaless East Asians the federal government 
says it will be walcomh~l. 
And these 100 were among the first of the 4,G00, who 
Ottawa Mayor Marion Dewar, in the burst o f  an- 
thusisam and rush of blood to the heart, says the 
Capital will accommodate. 
While 15,500 over a period of, well, up to now it's 
some five weeks,: runs only to lZ7,500, even in 
municipal financing a mere pittance, think of it in 
terms of 50,000 for the  whole emmiry, 
It calculates at  I~.~o0,000. 
a f.l~ure to worry about. 
t that~ 
-There might be better uses the government could 
find for the funds. 
.There is no indication of when the initial 100 
refagees will move out of the two Ottawa hotels. 
-While the refugees are being "sold" by the s]pomors 
of the sanctunry-in-Canada scheme as e x ~  
industrious people, the initial 100 arv iv i~n'e  seem 
unable to find regular employmunt. ' 
.Assuming that Ottawa is a microcosm at Canadian 
cities and towns generally, what happens here with 
the rof~ugesa could be happouin8 other places as the 
50,000 roofless East Asians swam in. 
With the disclosure of the weekly ;5,500 hotel bill fur 
the 100 who arrived more than a month ago and can 
still find no work or permanent shelter, comes the 
confession from the Immigration Department that 
refugees have been trickling in since last December. 
This is not the official statement ofthe depariment 
itself, but information provided by individual ira-' 
migration officials. 
, They might not have mentioned it except that many 
of tlmse who have been quietly arriving over the last 
months have been having diffieulty locating places to 
live. 
The city has propo~ turning over some of the 
subsidized housingto them, but this has raised a howl 
ol protest from leng-tlme residents who complain that 
they have been waiting patiently in line far such ~-  
conunodation for months. 
And.that's not the eno of It. 
.cha~esThose.100 hotel-dwel]em, who have been imbue ° 
tor more than five weeks at that weekly ~,5o0 i 
ty-pald hotel accommodation, have to llve'doa't 
they? , 
SO they re drawing what the Immllp'aliou Depart- 
merit chocees to call spending allowances whlch, elty 
officials have discovered is public welfare by another 
. bureaucratic name. 
With or without groups of "sponsors" t l~t the Ira.. 
migration Department wants to share responsibility, 
f~  the setiling in to the Canadian way of llfe by these 
rexagees, these East Asians have been "streaminll in" 
olnce last December. ' , 
"Strenming " is the Immigration Department's 
Word for it. 
"Streaming is a sort of siampede that has been 
proved extremely difficult to control. 
When the former Liberal government of P iml  
Trudeau discovered that it was overwhelmed by 
uncounted hordes of Caribbean blacks entering undar, 
the transparent ~uise of "visitors" who then went 
underground, it throw in the towel. 
In a gesture of surrender, the government declar~ 
an illegal immigrant-'-' mS_re_nastY"- f01Xlv[llL.llnd 
lorgetflng those pho~ '~TiJ~bY~-wrt0-eame out from 
kldlnff. 
t 
~.~mO1.YAWA~( MontreaL and Hudson's Bay r l~t to purchase AEC's ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
eat IM | Oil and Co. Ltd. of Calgary. share of pi'eduction of the 
eantr~ 't the shim' AEC is to be paid a total of plant-- 13,000 berrek a day 
~'fl'nurll Ii;, of ~-e ~H~5_mllUon--_~10~m..l~..on . the  pknt la in full E s s o  b tcking Canadian h[e ~t Service W Festoon and11180 mUUon production. 
G~dld. it was announced by Hudson's Bay. In ad- The b-'yncrude plant, the 
~ .  d~tian, AEC will receive an largest commercial oil- 
, , , , ,  . . , ,  . v . , , . . . . , . , . . o , .o ,  . . . ,  valley "0ute armament maid the their share of the future has n desilned capacity of 
agreement covers  ~,$00, ~ reyenue of the:Syn- 130,000 harrela a day but 
'~" 01~l lx l l i  ~et l lm.tb~.:  : ~i/de'~sil,am~k;.'plant~.~p tim roduction problems since 
l~kb. 19. MembeN~ a '  Fort MeMurray area of the plant opened a year ago CALGARY (CP) -- Esso Alber,a-Northweit Terri- 
0.6-1Par-cent increase im- northeastern Alberta. have limited the daffy aver- Resources Canada Ltd. tones border. 
medinto~ and another nine _3 -  ,. . . . . . . . . .  ~ age to about 50,000 barrels wanistobuflda ~70-millinn A ~O0-miUlon soeondery 
per sent Peb. IS. It id the contract in- U ' I most of the time. In recent oil pipeline through the recoveryplantlaabontto.be months, the plant has Mackenzie River Valley. started at Norman We~, 
a'eanm the aver'age salary I [ averaged 100,000 barrels. Company officials said brinlin~ the ~ bill for 
to 11117.714 from 1114.843 and | r~/"% / /A I~ I' In Montreal. Petrofina Monday theywlll apply later Ease to ~70 million. 
provi4md~.ngminveeation ] I . / -q~LL j~r~,  I President Pierre Nadeau this year for permission to Total reserves at tho_slto 
~ve tress, dlv~S duty I I said its share o( the Syn- build a pipeline 30 sen- are estimated at 650 million 
allowances, meal nnd I ' I crude oil will be used in the Umetres in diameter to benela. 
quarters allowances, adlng I______. I company's  Montreal transport ZS,000 barrels of Previous proposals to 
pp~, ove/'time, standby pay MOi~IT--~-=(CP) -~- U,S! refinery. Added to its. own crude oil a day by 1963. bul]dnatural~asldpo]inceof 
i~,.~ career;.Mevelopmen* -dollm~]n:termJ~ Canadian f l ve -~t ,  share of Syn- T.l~,~i~:.~tiom(~tre" ll.n.e~., up.~p 14o.centimetrm. in 
~ .  funds at 3:30 p,m. EDT erndb's li~luctlon, or 8,500 wouldUnkmb';NCrmsnwens :dS~tor along me vauey 
barrels at maximum field in the Northwest brought protests from an- 
'~he offlcen operate the Tuesday was down ZH00 ~/t ~xoduction, Petroflna will Territories, the most vironmentallsts, but ahEm 
government's ewiIIan. 11.1~04. Pound sterling was get a total of almost 20,000 productive northern field in spokesman sald there la no 
kebrexkers, search ana down3J0at#.M87, berrek aday. . Canada, with the Alberta comparison between 
reacue vessels, flsherins b~NewYork.theCanndla~ patrol ¢~'t, tu~, drodSe4 dollar wen up 17-100 at The announcement of the Idpellae network. The net- prevloue plans and this one 
sale came two weeks after work now ends 130 because of the difference in 
end scientific reaearcn ~0.M16 and pound sterlinsl AEC had exeerclsed Its kLlometres ~outh of th,, size. 
Kitimat Construction began Sept. 4 on the new "~1,659,000 Project manager for Key Construction Venures Fritz 
theatre at Mount Elizabeth 8enlor Secondary in Mueller supervises tart of theatre eoaatructlon at 
"the i ra  Kitimat. 11z$.emtract has been awarded to Key Mount Eflzabeth Senior Secondary in KIUmat. 
coaStrudion ,Ventures .d Vancouver. 
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Alberta makes profit Tog)e sfs DOWN 
on • t h e  Syncrude s a l e  thatStatlstlclanScanada h d~eid--TueedaYa to rism countryU'S' visitors to come to th i smore  plentiful,Wher supplies were 
• " deficit whichwas larger than 
. ~I)MONTON (CP) --, Ltd. totwoollcompanim ann ~ fn Calgary, Hudson's Bay usual during July due to a Altbeu~hvlaltsdurin~ July 
~EnesMyCo.  L id.ha(" in tl~ process made a cool asid it wlil pay slx per cent of decrease in the number of from the U.S. were off SIS" 
,~mld half of lta ~0-L)~r.cent'~ ]xoflt of $85 mUlion, ex- ilashereoftheMcesrevenue visitors from the United nlficantly, more visitors 
~IULtY in gy~enKle Ce~•d~! ."~din~ a future share ol to AEC. This means States. . came from abroad, chiefly 
. . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  " " : . . . . .  ~ earnings. Petr~ina will pay eight per There was a drop of 10.9 Prance, Britain, Israel and 
~[ -n~'s4hm~s~' :~ ""/"I 'AEC, so-Im'-cmlt~'~vnedby Sent of its ~nms revenue, per cent in U.S, visitors, .Germany. 
%JUI&~&U,~t I ,~:  . .,tbeAlhorta governmen~an. ' In exchange f r Itshi~hor unpleasant ews for tourism There was a drop of 20.2 
• a a -1  • nmmcedTuesdayltisseum8 purchaue lz4ce and revenue officials who anticipated percent in the number of 
l lG IG IO l l l Pd l  five*per-cent equity to each payment to AEC. Petrofina gasoline shortages outh of Canadians visiting the U.S. 
. . , . ,  v - .~ . , . , .~ . . . . -  of Pe~ Canada Inc. of has obtained the exclusive the border would encourage during July. 
V  (CP) ---'J~ SOy; 
hoe s/real a two- 
E backing officers group i  M~.han  
rout 
i shill_, option to acquire 20 peF cent 
• ' " " of the Synerude quity for ~ ~Z0 million. The S85-mlllion :profit m the resale reduces '.the cost of 10 per cant of the Syneroda acuity, which A~c r~..~, ~;M. mungo. .~ 
AJ~C smo it ~ urran~[ 
bank flnaneln~ for Its 10-pof 
VANCOUVER (cp) - T~ 
l~mtmant Cerp, dropped 
mrs a,lWe ~olom~tm.~ 
tradinS-~ the Vaucouve~ 
JStoe~ ~elm,,. 
LEARN HOW TO BECOME RICH PLAYIN6 BLACK- 
~'~L]C toRxm the acuon ~up a ImmSv to .as on 00.000 
on the Indastl'kl board wi~,  Con-Am ~ plum. 
bradin~ of 707,181 Dhares. ; Imetod 90 cunts to eloue e! 
g i~w~ on the murkot~ L~.~0 and SLiver Chlel 
dedln~ outnumbered ad~ Mluersk pined 4O cents t~ 
*,v.a by m to n,, ~th l~: a.65. ; 
',ISIUN unehangea n; ~.e i On the "curb .exchange,: 
ekR. Volume was e,Mr/,so~ ~ Dev'elopment was up 
,shores. .: nine cents to ,M on 334,600 
• Amon~ o|aer industriala, shares and Edina In- 
Ram Industries was us- ternatlonal was down a 
• chan~ed at $1,22 on 10,700 penny to .4O on 169,000. 
shares, Taro Industries Oavex Gold Mines was up 
remained at ~3.40 on 3,500 four cents to .40 on I07,1~3 
.and 'Great National Land and Beach Gold Mines 
held at $I.16 on 3,400. Web1~ pined penny to ,81 'm 
;and Knapp wu ua a~velln~ ~AOe~0./a .at ~ while Canadian Jay ; Cen~m Resources 
dropped four cants to .53 and ;chopped ~0 cants to does at Bur-linlton Golf was down i$1.~o, 
Among resource and two tents to .65. 
"TOHONTO (CP) - -The  
Toronto stock market was 
ahorply lower at the cl~e of 
active tredl~ Tuesday, 
The TS~ 504 index dropped 
SAT to 1,?IS 73 
Analysts enid'the decline 
was due to profit-taking._ 
Volume was 8.~7 million 
~mpsred with 8.65 million 
Monday. 
~mong industrml|, BP 
Canada tell 1% to ~I~1%, Nu-i 
West DeveLopment A 1½ 
133¥,, BOW Valley Industrk~ I 
1¥, tO IS7%, cond~o 1~ to 
and Shell Canada 1 to 
,te,41V~. 
:cent e~udty 
:davalonmont ibm,  Karlal ~"-  r'-,'~'al ,,uberta " 'd  
:.~,ka k-~.~.,tion..s"~'d. _ '~ o.ta~o gov~un..lo~ed 
ave eenm m .H on u'~ou~ l hands In the rescue:. 
:21,%.S00 ~:~rm.~a_c'_oplz..r operation. Alberta also" 
'bane Jsx~ ~wauon was u~ flossed money from its ~ - " 
five ~ ,~/on 1.16,004. ~ Heritage ,Savings Trust ~, City, 
uewmetma a|so pman. a ,Fun~+ " . . . . . . . . .  
nickeL to.,$l,M on 162,9(}( . . . . . . . .  
while Aetl~ Resources wan 
JACK 
Send for more detailed Information. No obligation.. 
easy to learn .. a proven lystsm. Write to, 
U U l l l - i l l l l l l l l l l l l  IM I I I IE I IMB 
~InstM symms 
P.O. Box 144. Postal StaHon "C" 
Winnipeg Manitoba, RIM 3S7 
Name , 
. o 
~;o-v~ Cod. 
Westco~t Pets adveucea' I 
I.Is~s ,~0 puullcatlons of government,  ~lnaq~!e~;[n~ltutlons, t rade 
associations and others . . . .  ~ ,,,  ~,:,, ~,,,:: 
-, ~.~% '~'~-').', ~,t 
Also gives cost ( i f  any)  end sources of publicetlon$. 
"~RETAI LINGeFRANCHISIINGq~AANUFACTURING 
• TOURISMeAGRICULTURE ~'EXPORTING 
SERVICE INDUSTRY 
TO OBTAIN  A FREE COPY, CALL STUART OGG AT 635.4951 
(TERRACE)  OR CL IP  AND MAIL  TO: 
FEDERAL  BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT BANK I 
S% to Ise~,, Norcm g.n~:  4548 Lakelse Avenue, I' 
I/4tol3W4, lmpar l~lOl lA~ I Terrace, O.C. VOG 1PC ' I 
fo~4O~, Alherta Gas A ~A b il 
~4% end Hus~T Oil ,/, to N~., / I 
Mcintyre Mines dropped 1; j _P~EASE SEND ME:  
to I~1, Brenda Mines % to ~]- -~PAMPHLET?REFERENCE BOOKLETS FOR SMALL BU~NESS II 
~1~½ and Placer Develop- 
moat ~, to 1361/4. United~ I ]~  INFOONGOVERNMENT PROGRAMS TOASSIST MY BUSINESS , 
Keno Hill Mines ro~ 'A to i L -.~INFO ON C~SE - COUNSELL ING SERVICE I I 
$18% and Campbell I I 
~"hiboupnmu A% to MW,. I NAMt~; ........................................ ~TELEPHONE NO . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Numae Oil and des lest 3 I . . . . . .  : 
to 44, Mountain States ! l 
Resources 1% to $1s~ and I (TYPE  OF BUSINESS) ,  .................................... • •  • . . . . . . . .  I 
Total Pete NA l~  to t28. I I 
CanDelOllwasupS¥~toSS~5, I ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . , , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
and Canadian Superior Oil I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
to $181. ~ L---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - .  . . . .  --_--_----. "tl 
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F ishermen take to court 
WASHINGTON (CP) --  m limit imports to a per- SUCh,incr~ue~ quantinN en 
centage of domestic con- to be the major cause ~t 
U.S. fishermen, claiming sumptlon and to impose damage -- or the major 
groundfish ~mm Canada nd 
other counblos are ha'ring' tariffs of 50'per cent t i the threat --  to a domestic i,. 
their Industry, have be~In n value of the fish. Much of the d~i t~h a an inveatlSatinn of 
trade action sneldn~ quotas fish now is ~perted duty 
bee. Imports of a broad range d 
and tariffs on the Imports. The commimdon is to hc~d, fresh and frozen Imports, in: 
In a petition fried with the a public bearing on the cludlng cod ,  haddock, 
U.S. International Trade petitionlnSeatUe, Wash.,on flounder and otber fish. ~oet 
U.S. ftshermen'a groups flclal said Tuesday tim ~rade 
claim the Imports --  valued body hopes to decide on the Other suppliers of 
at ~3.1 billion in 1978, in., case in January. gronndflsh to the U.S. are 
.,.on The  .'epotitlonla 
-- are the main filed under a section of Vada 
ied..try, for import relid ff a product action does not deal with the 
The petition asks the U.S. iS found to be Imp~_~ question of sulzidios. He 
I 
Dlslriot of Terrace 
ANNUAL TAX SALE NOTIOE 
Pursuant o Section ~gSof the ~n ldpa l  Act, m the first day of October 1979"dt the 
Council C~mbers of the District of Terrace, at tho hour offered for sale bY public 
auction each and evwy parcel of real property Including Improvements, upon which 
any of tho taxas are delinquent. The following Proportlea have delinquent axes as of 
~,,oternber. 7, 1979: 
FOLIO 
109.040 
i13.000 
117:~ 
216.004 
~047.004 
.004.000 
i111.000 
1104.000 
1361.000 
1520.000 
1660.000 
3009.000 
3545.000 
3548.000 
3549.000 
3550.000 
3551 .O04 
3552.000 
3553.000 
35.~.000 
3555.000 
3556.000 
3557.000 
3aS0.000 
3559.000 
3560.000 
3561.004 
3562.000 
3563.000 
3,~L040 
3565.000 
3M6.004 
3567.000 
! 35~.000 
3569.000 
U~0.004 
1571.000 
1St4.000 
3573.000 
3575.OOO 
3576.000 
3577.000 
O18.004 
1343,000 
8342.000 
MI&I.000 
5404.000 
Zi4K1.000 
8485.000 
5020.004 
6110,000 
6140,000 
6183.000 
6190,000 
6343.000 
11076.000 
14OO2.OOO 
16511.004 
1U13.004 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION STREET ADDRESS 
LOt7 BlklODL340 Plan3199 RSC.D. 2802 Kce(er Street 
Lot 2 & 3 DL3d0 Plan 3200 RS C.D. 2707 Cramer Street 
'Lot7 E½of BlkC Blk10Plan3~04 RSC.D. 2002 Cramer Street 
Lot 2 of Lot 6 & 7 Plan 3653 BIk 5 DL 340 PI I  2704 Sparks Street 
43,~ RS C.D. 
LOt21 Bike DL 341 Plen ~2 R5 C.D. 
LOt32 61k6 DL341 Plentff2 RS C.O. 
tat 2 of Bnk A DL 361 Plen 1265 R5 C.D. 
Lot 10 BIk 3 DL 341 Plan 3203 RS C.D. 
Lot  11 DL 341 Plan 3473 RS 
• 4610 Grelg Avenue 
4612 Orelg Avenue 
3213 Kalum Strew, 
4720 Hams,- ~vsnue 
C.D: 003 Lcen Avmu= 
Lot 3 P¢I. A Explan. Plan 41~ Olk 12 DL 361 47~'LaKelsa Avenue 
Plan 1117 R5 C.D. 
Lot Bof Lot 1Sof SV= BIk I DL341 Plan ~ R5 4744 Tuck Avenue 
C,  D ,  
Lot 2 DL 342 Plan 7321 R5 C.O., 4933 Walsh Avenue 
Lot 18 DL 343 Plan 7930 RS C.D, 5308 Mountain Vista 
Lot 21 DL 343 Plan 7930 R5 C.u. Roadway 
LOt 22 DL 343 ,plan 7930 R5 C.D. 5244 Mountain Vista 
Lot 23 DL 343 Plan 7930 RS C.D. !5242 Mountain Vista 
Lot 24 DL 343 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 3240 Mountain Vista 
LOt 25 DL 363 Plan 7930 Rs C.D. 5238 Mountain Vleta 
Lot 26 DL 343 Plan 7930 ItS C.D. 5234, Mountain Vista 
Lot 27 DL 363 Plea ~rJO RS C.O. 5234 Mountain Vista 
Lot 28 DL 363 Plan 7930 RS C.D. 5"232 Mountoln Vista 
Lot 29 DL 363 Plan 7~J0 R5 C,D. SZl0 Moumaln VlsM~; "i-, 
, "  'L ,~-: ~'H, .~o,  t i ' ;~- ' r  ~ ;  i tp~9 I~fll~t 
Lot 30 DL 363 Plan 7;~I0 I~S:C'.D; s~2e Mountaln Vista 
Lot 31 OL 363 Plan 7930 RS C.O. S226 Mountaln Vlsta 
Lot 320L 363 Plan 7930 RS C,D, 5224 Mountaln Vleta 
Lot 33 DL 34,1 Plan 7930 RS C,D. 3222 Mountain Vista 
Lot 34 DL 343 Plan 793O R5 C.D. 5220 Mountain Vista 
Lot 33 DL 343 Plan ~ R5 C.O. .5218 Mountain Vl~a 
Lot 36 DL ~ ~en ~J0 .RS C.D '"15 0Wuntaln Vista 
Lot 37 DL 3slOgan 1~0 Re' C.D. 5221 MOuntoln Vlsto 
Lot 33 DL 343 Plan 7930 RS C.D. 5227 Mountain VI,t8 
Lot 39 DL 343 Plan 7930 R5 C.O. 5233 Mounta0n Vista 
Lot 40 DL 343 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 5441 Mountain Vista 
Lot 41 DL 363 Plan 7930 R5 C.D. 5305 Mountain Vista 
Lot 42 DL 343 Plan ~ R5 C.D. 
Lot 43 DL 343 Plan 79",t0 R5 C.D. 
Lot 44 DL 343 Plan 7930 RS C.D. 
• Lot 45 DL 343 Plan ~ RS C.D. 
Lot 46 DL 363 Plan 79",10 RS C.D. 
Lot'46 DL 343 Plan 7930 RS C.D. 
Lot 49 DL 363 Plan 7930 RS C.D 
LOt SO DL 343 Plea 7930 R$ C.O, 
Lot 4 DL 368 Piss 3034 RS C.D. 
5309 A&)untaln Vista 
3315 Mountain Vl~a 
3321 Mountain Vlsto 
5325 Mountain "Vista 
5329 Mountaln Vleta 
5339 Mountaln Vlets 
5343 Mountaln Vllds 
3405 rloyd Street 
4326 Lakelsa Avenue 
Pc.A.O.O.8,1975-1.of Lots 1 to3 Elk4 DL34' 4459 Lazelle Avenue 
Plan W| RS C.O. 
Late1 &2 BIk6 DL349 Ran W2 RS C.D. 
Lots 28 & ~P BIk 4 DL 3~ ~an 972 RS C.D. 
Lot 30 Elk 4 DL 349 Plan 972 RS C.D. 
Lot 15 BIk 9 DL 3~ Plan 972 R5 C.D. 
Lazelle Avenue 
3230 Kalum atre~' 
3232 Kalum Street 
4431 Lakelsa Aven~, 
Blk 3 DL 369 Plan 3047 R5 C.O. 4525 Little Avenue 
B4k S Except Part Sub. by Plan 41711 Plan 3047 4506 Llttlo Avenue 
DL 369 R5 C.O. 
LOt3 BIk2 DL611PIpn 1992 RSC.D. 
W~LoI R0 BlkS DL411 Ran 304O RS C.D. 
Lot I BIk 2 OL 611 PIsn 3154 RS C.D. 
LOt 4 BIk4DL411 Plan 3154 R5 C.D. 
W~ Lot6BIk 5 DL611 Plan 31~1 R5 C.D. 
Lot 2 of Lot 2 BIk 3 DL 511 Plan 3154 RS C.O. 
LOt 6 BII~ 32 DL 9TJ Plan 4311 RSC.D. 
E~ Elk 11 DL wg& 980 Plan 1097 RS C.D. 
The N Portion of DL 17~5-$ee D.D. 1136.1. R~' 
C.D. 
Dlk A DL ~/d0 Plea !:!68 RS C.D. 
~c,  pant of 6my 13, Terrace Trailer Park 
i i 
5011 Kelth Avenue 
51:~ Agar Avenue 
5003 McOeek Avanus 
4928 McDeak Avenue 
$024 McOsak Avenut 
,1929 Mc0eek Avmua 
4910 Halllweil Avenue 
502) Halllwell Aver, us 
3101 Kalum Lake Orlve 
"3810 Kalum Stre~ 
13.46U Graham Avenue 
I 
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SPORTS 
Brock ignores the hurts 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Dieter Brock, Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers' starting quar- 
: terback, figures he'll have no 
trouble getting over a minor 
leg injury before the 
Canadian Football League 
team's next outing. 
Meanwhile, Brock is doing 
: his best o ignore critics who 
'say ha's at least partly to 
blame for the dismal 3-6 won. 
loss record of the Bombers, 
who are fourth in the five- 
team Western Football 
Conference. 
"Yeah, there's always Winnipeg lost 17-15 to the 
going to be talk," said Brock. visiting British Columbia 
"I look at the films and try to Lions, but expects to be back 
recognize what I did wrong, in shape when the Bombers 
Once I know my mistakes I play host to Ottawa Rough 
try to correct hem. Riders Saturday night. 
Brock, 28, who played 
"I don't worry about what college football at 
other people say. Sure, I Jacksonville State in 
read the papers and listen to Alabama, admits that when 
the radio, but I can't let that he first joined the Bombers 
bother me. I let it go in one in 1074 he made all kinds of 
ear and out the other." mistakes. 
"When I first came up it 
Brock suffered a pulled was 'all new ...the bigger 
hamstring Sunday, when field, the motion, the extra 
man. But the more you play Rangers sign Lance the easler it becomes. "It takes time. You 
recognize the defence at the 
NtdW YORK (AP) -- Eastern College Athletic line but don't know if it's 
New York Rangers an- Conference. The 6-feat-l, I~- zone or man coverage until 
neunced the slgning Tuesday pound Nethery, 22, was you're on your way back to 
of forward Lance Nethery, a selected by the Rangers in pass." 
two-time allAmerica from the eighth round of the 1977 The Bombers have had 
Cornell University and the National Hockey League trouble mounting offensive 
all.time scoring leader in the amateur draft, drives. But head coach Ray 
Jauch says the Sunday Woods out in third game, in which Winnipeg 
- bad just 226 yards in net 
LONDON (AP)  - -  Lotte knocked out Vandell Woods offence, hasn't changed his 
of the United States after 90 feeling that Brock is a 
Mwafe of Zambia, the World seconds of the third round of winner. 
Boxing Council's sixth- ascheduledeight.roundbout "Wewstcbedthefilmsand 
racked light heavyweight, Tuesday. be made three mistakes," 
J 
I 
Keough sees short string 
Matt Keough's victory victory over Bests Red S~. as the Tigers bombed home two' rum each to give 
string ended almost as soon Boston's Carl Yastr- Cleveland Indians 14-1,. Montreal Expos an 8-6 
as it began, zemski, who failed far the RonkleBillysempmurove. victory over Chicago Cubs in 
. . . .  a. , . . , ,h~ ,'*me to set in two nms with a double ana the first game of their twO- The Oakland A's right- . . . . . . . . . . .  e,,- e~ o . . , .~! . . .a  Ml~k~v Rivers 
hander, who defeated his 3,000th major league hit, ~.f".~.=J"'..==F.'J" ,r . . . .  night doubleheader, In the 
Milwaukee Brewers in his made a wild throw to home go~,.~.u, a~.~.~v,~tor~ovor second game, Cash singled 
last outing, lost to the ,~ ,s  . . . . .  " plate in the eighth inning, ~o, ,o  ~. . i ,~ ,~ home Warren Crmnartte in 
Brewers 5.0 Tuesday night, allowing the tiebreaking run "~,'~","~"~'=~,%_o.~oa o the filth ~ming to lift M~- 
The • defeat dropped pair of solo he sweep of the twinbill. It was to score. Yastrzemski went me runs and trnel to a ~-2 victory and a 
Keough's record to 1-15 this hitless in three official at- Alan Bannister delivered a the Expos' 14th triumph in 
season and was hislgthin his bats. ._ tie-breaking single in the 
4ast 20 decisions. Tom Underwood scattered sixth inning to give Chicago - their last 15 gamma. 
Cecil Cooper slammed his 
22nd home nm of the season nine hits and Rico Catty WhlteSoxanS-Tvictoryovor Greg Luzinsld's two-run 
cracked his 10th omer of the California Angels. and added a sacrifice fly to _ homer boosted Phtladelldda 
lead Milwaukee's victory, season as Toronto Blue Jays In the National League, Phillies past Now York M.eta 
Jim Slaton, 14-8, scattered snapped a 15-game wlulees Willie Stargell slammed a S-2 while Dave C, encepe~on 
five hits to gain the victory streak against Baltimore, two-run homer and reli~ and George Poster blasted 
pitcher Dave Roberts earned consecutive home runs in. 
• the victory on his ~Sth bit- seventh inning to help ~enn 
thday as Pittsburgh Pirates Cincinnati Reds. to a 9-8 
downed St. Louis Cardinals victory over Houston Aortas. 
7-3. ' In late NL games, San 
Andre Dawson drove in Diego was at Los A~_eles 
three runs while Dave Cash. and Atlanta at San Fran- 
and snap a four-game 
Brewer losing streak. 
Elsewhere ' in the 
American League, Reggie 
Jackson doubled home the 
tying run, then slammed a
twoean homer to pace New 
York Yankees to an 8-3 
defeating the Orioles 3-1. 
Danny Gondwin had two 
hits and scored twice to lead 
Minnesota Twins past 
Kansas City Royals 3.1. 
Jason Thompson doubled 
home three rune to key an 
eight.run Detroit first inning 
AMERICAN LEAGUE Toronto 3 Baltimore 1 
East Detroit 14 Cleveland I
w L Pct. OBL Milwaukee 5 Oakland o. 
Chicago 8 California 7 
Baltimore 94 48.662 --  Minnesota 3 Kansas City 1 
Milwaukee 84 60 .583 11 Texas S Seattle 2 
Boston 80 61 .~7 13~/~ Baltimore at Toronto N 
sa id  Jauch. "That ' s  not New York 78 63 .553 15~ 
good, but it is no worse than Detroit 77 68 .531 lOV2 New York at Boston N 
Cleveland 74 70 ,514 21 Cleveland st Detroit N 
a lot of people, We just have Toronto 45 98 .315 49V~ Oakland at Milwaukee N 
to be a little more disciplined California California at Chicago N 
and organized, so 65 ,~2 --  Minnesota st Konms City N 
Kansas City 7669 .524 4 Seattle at Texas N 
"There is no room for Minnesota 74 70 .514 5~,b New Yorkat Boston N 
improvisation. Everybody Texas 72 73 .~7 S 
has to do exactly what they Chicago 62 82 .431 17,/2 Baltimore at Toronto N 
Seattle 61 8S .418 19vz Cleveland at Detroit N 
are supposed to de every Oakland S0 95 ,345 30 Oakland at Milwaukee N 
time, with none of this New York 8 Boston 3 Minnesota st Texas N 
running around trying to 
improve things their own 
way. teams Championship are orga ized." football They f i n d  h i s  price 
Brock so far this season SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) agrceci to a deal that would 
- -  Portland Trail Blazers replace Walton with seven. 
have set the value of all-star foot ene-inck centre Artls 
centre Bill Walton in excess 
has complzted 102 of 185 pass 
tries for t,461 yards gained 
-- tops in the WFC in all 
depar tments -  and has 
given up just four in- 
terceptlnas. 
While the Bombers' feeble 
offense has led some 
frustrated fans to criticize 
Brock, Jauch maintains his 
top quarterback is "a good 
student, understands what 
we want to do and has tre- 
mendous physical ability." 
"More important han 
that, Brock is a winner. Not 
one man contributes more in 
his own Way, or is willing to 
contribute more, than Brock. 
He is a fierce competitor." 
Catch our Fall. 
Or go sailing, sailing up the  
spectacular Inside Passage. 
Tennis anyone? Or how 
about a round of golf? 
If you'd rather be fishing, 
the big ones are waiting. 
Dig gold? You'll love 
exploring the gold rush country 
If the city is your beat, 
sample the first class 
restaurants, interesting shops 
and diverse cultural activities 
of our two cities by the sea - -  
Vancouver and Vicloria. 
l?,ritish Columbia is one of 
Therds a fall 
holiday package 
that  perfect 
[or you. 
the best vacation values in the 
Sup""  - r ,~ l l  And it s all yours, ~ l~Y, i ,~ . .  So this fail, enjoy il, 
l T fl lr l 
and Larry Parrish chased cinco. 
The old pros 
coming back 
This is the perfect ime to 
take a holiday in British 
Columbia. 
The weather's good, the 
summer crowds are gone and, 
best of all, you can take 
advantage of off-season rates. 
,Many hotels and resort 
areas have special fall 
packages. So give your 
favourite holiday spot a call. 
Or see your travel agent. 
His services won't cost you 
anything and hc can be a big 
help. He'll tell you about 
everything from a lovely 
3-day city stay to a grand 
16-day Circle Tour. 
You can play fide'era 
cowboy on a guest ranch. 
Get in hot water at ,ne  
of our hot springs. 
British Columbia, Canada. 
GLENS PALLS, N.Y. 
(AP)  - -  Three hockey 
veterans, including Frank 
Mahovlich, have decided to 
give the National Hockey 
League another try. 1 
Ted Lindsay, genera 
manager of Detroit Red 
Wings, said Tuesday 
Mahovlich can gain an in- 
vitation to the team's 
training camp opening here 
Sept. 30 if they impress mm 
suf f i c ient ly  dur ing  
limieary tryouts which 
n today. 
• Also attempting to return 
to the NHL are Mickey 
Redmond, 31, and Tom 
Webster, 31, who were to 
appear today to w~.k with 52 
rookies at a five-nay camp 
for first.year players. The 
Wings hiive split the camp 
between Glens Falls and 
brother, Peter, 32, was 
aequired recently by Detroit. 
Redmond 's  career  
blossomed with the Red 
Wings after four years with 
Montreal. In 1970-71, he 
scored 42 goals, followed by 
two 50-gaol seasons, 
His career took a fall when 
he ruptured a disc and us. 
derwent surgery in 1974. He 
didn't play at all lest seasm. 
• "We'rehoplng he can play 
ms way back into shape wi~ 
us," said Ned llarkne,m, 
general manager of the 
Wings' Adirondack farm 
club in the Amerlcan Hockey 
League. _ _ 
Webster also has been 
of $20 million and, ff com- 
ponsation can not be worked 
out, have 'offered to buy him 
back for $I million, a San 
Diego radio station reported 
Tuesday. 
The report emerged after 
the representatives of the 
Trail Blazers and San Diego 
Clippers met a second day 
with National Basketball 
Association commissioner 
Lawrence O'Brien in New 
York. 
According to Jerry Gross, 
veteran NBA network an- 
nouncer, the key to a set- 
tlement is Clippers' forward 
Kermit Washington. 
If O'Brien awards 
Washington toPortland, the 
Trail Blazers have already 
Sports 
HAMILTON (CP) -- 
Hamilton Tiger.Cats running 
back Dexter Green, wh~e 
fumble set up Ottawa's 
opening score in Saturday's 
44-4 Rough Riders win, has, 
been released by the Cana- 
dian Football League club. 
TiCats took running back 
Ronnie Rowland off the 
injury list and placed him m 
the active rester. Rowland 
had missed two games with a 
hip pointer. 
felled by spinal injuries, A 
Red Wing in 1970-71, Webster 
drifted to California Golden 
Gilmore of Cldcngo Bulls in 
exchange for guard Lionel 
Hollins, forward Maurice 
Lucas and centre Tom 
Owens, Gross said on his 
KCBQ sports show. 
Portland is also asking for 
guards Randy Smith or 
Freeman Williams or 
Washington, Swen Nater and 
Kevin Kunnert, plus the 
CUppere' next four No. 1 
draft choices, Gross said. 
Walton went through his 
l~stian year with Portland 
t year, sitting out the 
entire season with a font 
injury. He signed a free 
agent contract in May in San 
Diego, his hometown. 
The Clippers have offered 
Randy Smith and a No. 1 
choice or Smith and Nater, 
the broadcaster said. 
Briefs 
SAN DIEGO (AP) -- 
Randy Jones, who won the 
Cy Young Award in 1076, has 
signed a five-year contract 
with San Diego Padres, the 
National League baseball 
team announced Tuesday. 
No terms were disclosed. 
The left.handed pitcher 
joined the Padres in 1973 
alter being picked in the fifth 
round of the college draft. He 
wen 20 games in 1075 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 
Mahovilch, a left winger, 
scored 533-goals and had 570 
assists for Montreal and 
Detroit during an 18-year 
NH1, career. He went on to 
play with Toronto and 
Birmingham of the World 
Hockey Association but 
retired before the start of the 
1978-79 season. 
Mahovlich's younger 
Seals of the NHL and at- 
tained olardsm with New 
England Whalers of the 
WHA. There, be scored 4o or 
more goals+three scas~m. 
But New England now is 
Hartford, the WHA has 
merged with the NHL and 
the three former stare find 
themselves among decca of 
hungry players trying to find 
a place in the Red Wings 
or~,,~zatien. 
Nilson signs deal 
'~'ATLAi~TA ..... (AP)*.: - -  an extra punch to our ~t- 
Swedish forward Kent fenslve attack." 
Nilsson, who scored more 
than 100 points during his 
two seasons with Winnipeg 
Jets of the World Hockey 
Associaflen, has signed a 
multi.year National Hockey 
League contract with 
Atlanta Flames. 
The signing was an- 
solaced Tuesday by Flames 
genera l  manger Cliff 
Fletcher. Terms of the 
contract were not disclosed. 
The centre, a fourth-rased 
draft choice of the Flames in 
1976, signed with Winni.l~.g 
instead and scored 107 pomta 
in two consecutive s asons, 
including 81 goals. 
"Kent Nilason iB one of the 
most gifted players in 
professional hockey," said 
Pletehar. "His powerful shot 
and great versatility will add 
Ntlssoa, 0% was reclaimed 
by the Flames from Win- 
nipeg in Jane, shortly after 
the the NHL added four WHA 
clubs, 
The Flames also an- 
nousced the signing of four 
other players -- goalie Pat 
l~ in ,  dofeneeman Mike 
Perovich, i~t winger Dale 
Lewis and centre Earl 
Ingarfiald., 
Atlanta opens its training 
camp Sept. re. The regular 
season begins Oct. 1O. 
U.S ,  LOVES ICE  CREAM 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  
Amer icans  eat more than 
three billion quarts of ice 
cream each year, enough to 
fill 1,711 swimming pools 
that are 1~ feet long, ~ feet 
wide and nearly six feet 
deep, BayB the National 
Geographic magazine. 
146111 sq. IT. "'porsonalny z aOlOcanT lOTS, cacti In- :um~,w. , , ,u , , ,wv. .m.wn . . - -o,g.. , . . , , .~u,w,, , ,w.m 
p lus"  home on  large dependently serviced with of land. Requires some on Skoglund Avenue. 2 
secluded lot. Close to water, power, and septic finishing work - -  asking fireplaces, 1½ baths, rec 
schools and downtown system. Phone Murlel for SSI,000. Coil Judy for more room and sundeck are only  
area. Large recently information on these deta i l s ,  a few of the exceptional 
redecorated  master  t ra i le r  sites. Each lot - : - features of this home. 
s Economically huefed by bedroom, veranda off 2nd priced to sell at 810,000. Come into our office and natural gas. Call' Christel 
bedroom. F i rep lace ,  viewourKealsCOpeooarcls, or Horst Oodllnskl for 
carport and covered patio. List your home with Park You will be convinced that viewing. 
Asking SILO00. Must be Avenue Realty World and Realty World, Park 
seen to beappreciated. Call take advantage of Avenue can do an efficient Yourown rural acreagal 10 
Jo . "Realscopo" - -  a destine- ~ilob of selling your property acres .  Asking only $t,500. 
tive Realty World drawing for you. Call Joy for more details. 
bedroom home on Yea St. card. ~sw-I ' Owner transferring. T i t s  
Features many extras. 
Completely finished up and "For the men who has be~- bedrooms, full basement 
downstairs. Now carpets. Wellkept, 9 year old home blessed with a largo and centrally located. 
For details call Horst or with grogmed lawns and family.  1800 sq. ft. ng offers to SS),$00,a must 
shrubs. Living room with bungalow on large fenced on your home viewing list. 
Just minutes from schools ' flreplaco,3bedrsomoanda lot. Features largo living Call Kelly for further 
and downtown, four spacious kitchen. Features end recreation rooms. A details. 
bedrooms, two fireplaces adoublegarapoonsb lg lot  well maintained homo in Hillside lot Just north of 
and doublo carport. Asking close to town. Asking the Queonswey area. town. 5.31 acres, In- 
869,000 and considering $S:I,000. Coil Chrlstol or Asking price aSS,000. To terestlng building site. 
offers. Call Kelly for your Horst Godllnskl for more view call Chrlstel or Horst Make an offer ... Phone 
homo needs, details. Gndllnski. / Murlol. 
• a |  
LIST WITH REALTY W0RLD - THE BUTER FINOERS 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HeR ST GODLI  NSK I  -'635-5397 K E LLY  SQU I R E S - 635.7616 
Mt l I~ I I=L  NEALE . 63S.2944 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSK!  - 635-5397 
Hockey teams 
get schedule 
BY DON SHAFFER 
Herald Staff Wr/L~ 
The complete schedule for the Pacific Nor~w~ 
• Hockey league's 1979-1980 season has been rete~s~. 
schedule's for the Terrace Timbermen and the. 
IOthnat Winterhawks include 32 games to~.], 16 at 
home, and four games against each other. 
The Timbermen and Winterhawks play ea~ ot~er 
twice in Kffimat ,on January 15 and February 5 and 
twice in Terrace, October 24 and November ~8. 
year's schedule also includes a tournament, 
the PKifle Gold Tournament inSmithers, which takes 
place Nov, 1, 3, dud 4,, The season begins for the 
11mbm~en on Saturday, Oct, SO in Houston. Their 
first borne game is against KiUmat on 24 of October. 
Kit•mat's f is t  game is at home against Prince Rupert 
on Oct. SO. The season ends for the whole league Feb. 
SO 
Penant race 
is close now 
With three weeks to go In 
the re~. r  mmm. major 
league bam~U has close 
races in three of its four 
d/visions am teems hattie for 
playcff bertha that will lead 
two of them to the World 
Series. 
Diego and Houston before 
returning home for the 
season's final six games 
against San Diego and 
Atlanta. 
In the American League 
West, C, allfm'nia had a four. 
game edge o~er defending 
~L 
Tammy Rinsma and the horse Gin Sing ready for show 
1lee HerekL Wednesday, September 12, 1979, Pale 7 
F ,ur locals 
go to show 
Four young equmtriennes 
from Terrace, members c( 
the Skeena Equestrian Club, 
are being sent to me o~ the 
largest horse shows in 
Weste~ Canada. 
The Northwest In- 
tern•tionai Horse Show 
cffere the Canadian National 
Dressage Clmmp/oeahip as 
well as Grand Prin Jumping 
classes bringing Olympic 
team comps,tom from 
scv~al nations, ~ show Is 
heldSept. 20 to 20at he PNE 
Agrsdome in Vancouver, 
l~trueinr.traUer d the 
group, Linda Timko, "ha• 
chosen Qua'horse and rider 
team to compete and the 
others will go down as ch- 
servers, Timko says all the 
younK flders have done v.ery. 
we]] in the northern area, bu~ 
only Gin StoS, a three- 
quarter Arabian ~eldtn~.amd 
Tammy Rinsma re r(moy to 
compete at such a calli~.. 
• The other equestrlmmas u 
14 years and under, are 
Teresa Balattio Loreena 
Koopmans and Donna 
Heplmer, 
Gin"Sing and Tummy will 
take part in the Canadian 
well as Hack, Pleasure and 
Equitation chum, 
The trip is made poullde 
by the generosity of eevmd 
local businesses, The 
'donations are: the 
Aluminum Company of 
Canada' $500; Twin River 
Timber $100; Totem Ford 
$50; Terrace Hotel t50; 
Bert's Delicatessen $~5; 
Northern Inn I;50; u well am 
Ross ApplLance & Service, 
Kit•mat; .nd Farks S~0,. 
The youM riders still need 
8500 to make the trip 
poasilde. 
Timko asya northern B.C, 
has had a great ira. 
prowment in the qmdi~ of 
their riders and the biQeet 
sign is in the l~lished ap 
pearsnee obscrved in even 
, our Junior B riders; thou 
that are only 14 years and 
trade. It ha8 been several 
years 8inca a Terrace horse 
bag competed at the Nor- 
thwest; that was ~'s  
F~,peda.  home o w~. by. 
Wayne Webber and tramea 
by Ldnda Timko. The b~est 
drawback for local riden, 
for such competition la a 
In the National League, champion Kansas City and DreasageChamplonships, ns financial me, ~ya Timko. 
Pit••burgh and Montreal in 6½ over Minnesota as ' "~ 
the Eamt and Houston and Tuesday's action began. The 
Cincinnati n the West are 
'own fates because theypisy 17-18-19-30 and three in 
the~ division rivals in the Ankheim Sept. 34-35-26. 
stretch. ' The series in Kansas Cl.~, Pittsburgh, which went 
into Tuesday night's aeUon conclude• the Angels 
ouegameahondofMontreal, current road trip but there 
plays the Expes six times in will be later Ito~ in ~xleago 
and Milwaukee. When 
its final 30 games. There is a Cai~ornin returns home, it 
two-i~mcm'lesinMon~esl lacca Texas and then Kamms G AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
Sept. 17.18, followed by tour City apinbelore g0b!g back 
pmes at Pl~burgh Sept. on the road to flninh the 14F~-~M. :J PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
A]thoneh hehil~ in the SeascoInTenas. "~ 7~O Ser~e ]Tou  HOSES, NUTSANDBOLTS, FENCING, 
WATER $OFTENE RS --  AND MOR E --  isg18 at home and will meet tower '~e~,. " TERRACE .~ teilonders ' Oakland and . ~'~.,,"~,, ¢ wu.-s s-, wmms s., Seattle nlne Umm in the final 5239 Keith Avenue - N~,r s.c, Hydro 
week. TheExl~' deficit w•s three weeks. Kanum City is 
in t~ win eo;..~ b~ 4430 takelse 635-2104 P.o.~ A.Y.,.s t~ ,,.d ~,yed , -  fa r  the ~ one of '..t y,r~, o,,.3,o, 635"7158 " 
four ~ lon  chem~on, - YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE o ,w • , L~.  gamus than the PIratca. 
Of the Pirates' last ,20 New York Yankees, Lca 
pmee, 13 •re scheduled tar Angeles Dodgers and I PIdlliee were PhUadelldda . . 
theh' bmne Ip'ound at Three the others-- with • chance to 
Rivers Stadium, ,After 
• I l 
- o - , , - ,  - ! Terraoe Eleotronio Repairs Ltd, GLACIER 
Mm'S"~'tandSt' Z,~,,Mon~.eal.,~ Pltt.-':°r" t ,  uon In t~ ,'~ wet hut j SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT L , , , ,  
• bural~bltothernadfor Men- the Twins would need help to , ,~. ,  4418 LeEioa Avenue . 
- treal, Phlladelphin.,..and catch the Angek. The two I ' ,O~"~ " AUTHORIZED A , _~)  ,B.C. 
,Chicago before retutnlng teams..dan°tmeet.aplnthis I .... ~.~X" /  ~ .... SEnVJCE . Terrace 
I ' '~ .~o DEPOT 
~=,to,m~e,U, . - -~.  "~/~,=hed"gam,  I I ,~  P.,,,..Mo..vox. zen,,. $ b~ 
s_.sainstci~caSo, the Expos 8ua Mt,13 on the roed, That to ta l inc ludes  a game agalmt he J • Sanyo, Toshiba ' A Com~.n le te  Glass.and 
Montr~l's lamt M pan Yankm w~ wu rained i Mm~.-S~t. -- 9 a.m, . 6 p,m, 
amspnt--taatlmmeandn qut .Aug. 20 and wMch wm he | Friday -- 9 e.m.. 9 p.m. S Alummum Serwce 
on the road. The Expw' maae up cmy ff It affecis the 46:iS 1.aksllm " 635.,1545 
8tre~.h scbndnle Included six outcome of the race, 
doubleheader• -- the first In the k.medcan Leaaue 
one came Tuesday nl~t .,.,, ,.,,,.o.. o.,o,.. FREE . . , ,  ~,, ~,,.,., ,.n,, O.v.,. ,o, so,,, o,.,o sp' . - t  Cbl~p a.t h .~me. m~med xcure with a 13- Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Graveb Bag•of Cement, 
TwOr~e oneonameutlve.yiinm°re doub eaeaae  rscord in baeeba l l , 'me le d and the beet, CERTIFICATES V, Yard Concrete/~,xor Available for Rent. D ~  ~ 
...... 1tHRACE li01R GIFT ,,~ w.o.-,VE.,.u.o.~, ~ ~:,,~ New York Sept. 1~.~0 . . . .  The bee,.of.five league , .~-~, ';.. 
In the NG Went, Houston '"' ' PHONE 63S.3136 ' ham..the tow[hest.sched.ulL, l i~ champion•hip playoffs begin For these Items ' ' 
Tuesday, Oct. 3 and the ,hoar  teeth ,bear claws p.J...  READY MIX B ILL IARDS& AMUSEMENTS 
Ip~olom, t,'t me Asw0s WorM Serles ltaris one week Con•h'uctlon Lid . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  , , : ,~ , , , , , , , , .  ,~ ,%?,%%; , ; , ' ,% '~ • . . , , , ,  
tinM 13gums, 14 will he on later, Tuf t•y ,  Oct. 9. "A" wolf tooth * beaver teeth . ,~ .~. - .~  . ....................... ~ .................... ' ........... :";':':":" 
the ro~ ~dud~g the two- ~ WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
lime m'isa which bqpm m TT  1_  "Jr loose or doer antlers (single or pair) HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
~,u  ~esday ~,~. £1OCKOy 
After that, Homton m|~s Available at the front d.esk.of the 3213 KALUM STREET 
a West Ccast trip with •tops 1 . . . , .  " Plant Off Krumm Read 
In 8an Fra~isco and ~n • e ~ u e  TERRACE HOTEL 
TERRACE, B,C, PHONE 635.2473 
Thornhlll 
Diego before reinndng home 
f~ fig final five games of the I..~ d3e 
two a~alnat Atlanta and Plumbing • Heating. Commercial Servicing 
three w]th the Reds Sept. Sl- There w.lll be a general STAROOARD ..,.,,.,. ,ooo..,.,. s..,.,,,,o, o . ,  ,,,,, 
aS-20. Th~ Howt~ finishes meeting for au peopm . and Sheet Motel Shop , 
tim maser on the road .wt~ Interested In.Commercinl 
K !  . 
" - ' " " "  ~'. ~TRCK Y~'cHTS " "  " ' - -  • ,, . . . .  . , . . . oo . , ,  o. Charl ie _e_an=er mr~ m ,.us .AgS ' ~. _, Tuesday, Sept, 18 In the ~\ \  
• .~. c Lm~ pays .~mr"e~-~t~ enier Citkeus,~_.]Room ,,at" ~ ~ : '  PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
Imlmsl 1Oat*oral, " -  " "  . . . .  q 31' tO 30' Saillmetl , 'Unique Bs~hroom Boutique' cu.,,u," two-.,'ame Dories. m© :©rrmc© mm:m. nu 
with Houston at Riverfr0nt people Interested in this &,Accessories :,'..'~ 44. LAKELSE AVENUE 
Stadium, the Redo go to Los hockey league are urged L~ ~ ~,~,-~1 
- ~ ,~Ken~a~n i . i, TeRRACe, B.C. VOO ,as OR 63.5-9320 
"11 ~ . . . . . .  . ' In•t•ll & Service Gas, Wood • Oil Furanca• 
I %,  , I 
MOTOR HOTEL 'lN(Ol~lrldEP, iNi i,"';" ' Ways ide  Groceries 
de l : l ,@l f l l% : ' "  4711-G Keith Ave, ' ~ a~v ~nte~r ises  
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS C(~" .~-~ P ~i.ttr , ' r i r .d ' ) ro . , r . l r . c r  s tore  
While Dining with a Friend ' Music ~o~ A~ OCCAS.O,S 
. 3224 Ka lum ~treet ,Ter r~e .ouR,. 
Nstural'Foods--Book•--LocalCrafts Weekdays 7:30  am - 12 :30  am 
Soled from Stsa~. ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... Wayne 435.S184 I:RNIE 135.4,1LI 
Seafood. Primo Rib ONLYMEMBERSGETOISCOUNTS weekend, 10 :00  am - 11 :00  pm my, . -~ .  
• nd msny additional sel•ctlon•. 
Plea•e prasent coupon ' 
4 
One coupon Per . g NOW OPEN 
dining couple ~ ~ C G' H Industrial Cleaning 
I _ _ ] / ~ ~ , ~ , ~ "  I o Steam Cleoning ond Pressure Woshing 
" " -~ '~ ' - - - - "~m~ I • ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ :  ~, ]~,o1~"~,,,,,~ • , 2701 South h im St. I I~S  , I , ,  ,~,~ ~, ,  ~0o6~ l A Plmem 6|8 -1694 o~ 6a$-D$4$, 
Then relax and enjoy I 635-6180 
WALLY KHADIKIN i 
~w,#'d  LOUNGE " 
Cal l  us  a t  635-6357 - 9 to  ,~  
4620 LAKELSE AVE.  TERRACE 
I I I 
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Sometimes you just "have to admire your creation 
Even though they don't show • the backsides count too 
Local lady adds color 
By G REG MIDDLETON 
Herald Staff WHter 
One of the little bits of local color in the Terrace area 
this summer was provided by Terrace lady Dorothy 
Smythe. • 
The highway construction, flags telling you slow or 
stop and sign painters out covering up the winter's 
wear are as much part of summer as are beach balls 
and suntan lotion. 
One of the pleasant faces, the trim little blonde 
woman who always had a friendly wave for the 
truckers, was Dorothy. A single mother, ~vorking for 
highways in the summer to make enough money to 
support her three children, she took the time to 
comment on what she saw as she dressed up the local 
posts for another season. 
"The signs near high schools are like totem poles, a 
......... ..... history of the area residents." Dorothy says you can 
trace the loves lost and found there. 
Signs near the established hitch-hikers' stop 
:hronlcle the waiting, the dieappoinbnenta, thetime it 
~akes to get a ride from here. 
~ i le  Dorothy hqpea she'll have enough out of her 
mmmer's work to g~t more done on the house she is 
working on, whe's also looking for a deal on some 
~lndows. She said that after a summer of watching 
the cars go by only feet away, she'd like to look at 
them from a greater distance. 
The sign painting was a more interesting job than 
gagging. On the flagging, however, she says she 
made friends with some of the butterflies and saw 
some of the smaller wildlife the motorists just roar by. 
I ei m ''on 
20% 
REGULAR PIR 
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There's always the temptation to sign the sign 
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WE DO MORE 
FOR YOUR MONEY 
SAVE UP TO 
ON LOVELY 
LOUNGEWEA 
Reg. price: $8.99 -- $41 
SALE: $7.17 _ 
SAVE UP TO 
ON SENSATI  
SLEEPWEAR~ 
Reg. price: $6,99 -- $4~ 
SALE $5. 57 - 
SPOT THE DOT & SA~ 
LIMITED TIME ONLY. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
dal'l,y 
, I I  
SECOND SECTION 
Kit imat has a new schools head 
Norman 'lhiessen, Kitimat's new district nuperin- 
tandeut, talks w i~ Kit=mat school beard chairman 
Bev Rodrigo at Wednesday's board meeting. 
Photo by Ann Dunsmulr 
B Y CO UNCIL 
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Kitimat told to shush 
ANN DUNSMIUR 
Herald Staff Writer 
Kltimat residents can look forward to sleeping late 
Sundays undisturbed by neighborhood pests with 
power mowers or motorcycles. 
City council Monday gave third reading to a by-law 
prohibiting the making of noise on public and private 
places which tend to disturb the quiet of the public. 
The by-law limits construction work to between the 
Imurs of 7 a.m. add 11 p.m. unless written permisslon 
has been obtained from the district. 
Alderman Lee Ellis said that although she disap- 
proves of anti-noise by-laws such legislation appears 
to be the only method of controlling people who are 
"amazingly inconsiderate" of their neighbors. 
" It  seems to be the only way to control people who 
let dogs bark all night and parties that go on for.days," 
Ellis said. 
Mayor George Them said residents will have to lay 
a formal complaint before action is taken under the 
new by-law. 
In other business, a request from the Kitimat Marlin 
swim Club to sell swimming equipment at Sam Lind- 
say Memorial Pool during swimming meets was 
tabled : until the next council meeting. 
In the meantime, council wants more detailed in. 
formation en the type of equipment to be sold and the 
.expected sales volume. 
• (~mncil also approved the new, fee schedule for all 
municipal recreation facilities. 
Fees for 1979-80 are : children, 50 cents; students, 
' 75cents; adults, $1; senior citizens, no charge fatally 
passes, $2. 
Strips of 12 tickets cost~5, for children, $7.50 for 
students and $10 for adults. 
Mayor George Them asked council's permission to 
protest he increase in air fares scheduled for Oct. 1. 
Under the new rates a one-way ticket o Vancouver 
will cost $74. plus the 8 per cent airport ax for a total 
of $79.90. The present one-way fare plus tax Is $76.70 
Canada to offer deal 
to end the tuna wars 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Japan for herring roe " American senators uuest ,wnomer tu= albacore tuna 
Canada is expected to seek herring eggs. the recent tuna war may will be back next year. 
fishing concesoions from the 
United States in exchange 
for allowing Amerienns to 
catch albacore tuna In: 
Canadian waters as officials 
try to settle the tuna fish 
war .  
As the officials sit down 
today to talk, there are signs 
that he tuna may take some 
of the sting from the dispute 
by swimming out of 
Canadian waters, 
However,'the government 
ie standing firm on 
prosecuting .American 
fishermen already charged 
with breaking Canadian laws 
by pursuing tuna within the 
200-mile fiahlng zone of 
Canada. 
The U.S• officials, led by 
John Negroponte, are ex- 
cted to press for American 
ts to fish for tuna within 
the 260-mtie zone this year 
and In the future. 
Weshtngtm's view is that he 
migratory tuna are fair 
game anywhere, beyond 
miles from the shore. 
Canadian officials, headed 
by maritime boundary 
negotiator Marcel Cadieux, 
Wobably argue that most 
nations agree that fishing 
JurisdictiOn extends 20O 
inties offshore and includes 
the tuna. 
However, there is room for 
discussion between these 
seeming ly  hard- l ine  
poslilms. 
It is understood the 
Canadian officials will seek 
c~ncessiona from the. U,8., 
particularly in the lucrative 
herring fishery, to balance Deaths'money,boat  mystery AmericantUna fisbingfishel!nen.rights for 
CHANDLER, que. tut'j - -  c~drt his fall in cennoction; for possession of stolen Despard, 28, and Anik Amerlnsn fishermen on 
An inquest will be held into with a gambling ring broken goods, . Gallant, 30 --  were not theWestCnastbavenotbeen 
thedeathsofJaeqnos(Cnco) up by Ottawa-arna ~lice. The bodies of three other recovered• aetive in the herring fishery. 
Laflamme and a young Both men had been fined passengers - -  Mrs. Chandler is about 520 kilo- But it is a big money-maker 
woman found floating M for gambling in the pest and Despard's husband, his ~etren ortheast of Quebec for Canadian fishermen as 
Quebee's Gasw Peninsula. Laflamme had served time sister-in-law, Lorraine City. there is a rich market in 
coast with thousands ot 
However, herring swing lend them to voteagalmt an Generally, they come into 
through American waters East Coast fisldng trenty Canadian waters 0nly once 
and Ottawa is worried that ff condudnd earlier this year. every three years• 
the Americans develop abig Ottawa says the problems 
herring fishery of their own, on the West Coast underline However, it is understood 
it could deplete stocks• the need for a corn- the Ameflcan negotiaUn8 
Feworherringwenldmnkeit p rehens ive  f i sh ing  team wants a solution that 
back to spawn in Canadian agreement there as well as will apply to next year and 
waters• m the East Coast. The tunL beyond. And the Canadian 
If the U•S. is prepared to dispute made it all the more team wants to make sure 
promise not to develop a important that the U.S• foreign fishermen abide by 
major h~rring fishery, this Senate ratify the East Coast Canadian terms and con. 
might help balance agreemenL ditlous within the 260-mile 
American access toalbaeore The widely-travel led zone. 
tuna in Canadian waters, albacore tuna may soon U.S. officials have said 
Concessions in other leave Canadian waters further disceussions may 
aspects of West Coast because of recent bad follow the Wednesday 
fisheries might also be weather, informants ay. meeting because of the 
sought. But that is not certain, nature of the vonfilct --  a 
TherelsconceminOttawa Unlike some other fish dicect dash of Canadian and 
about reports that some species, it is hard to predict U.S. law. 
Crosbie admits lack 
of control :on money 
OTTWWA (CF) - -  said, he does not have good 
Finance Minister John grounds for questioning the 
Crcebie said Tuesday he will monetary policy of the bank 
not be able to control governor, Gerald Bouey. 
whether interest rates go up When Bouey told the 
or down for several months. ,minister last week he felt an 
The minister told roper- 'interest rata increase was 
ters he is unhappy with this necessary to make sure 
condition, but feelo the enm~h m~ey flows into tim 
Canadian ecen~my is so coun~y=tocovor Its fondan 
deeply in debt to foreign dabt~,, crcableenld he i~dd 
bankers and investors that only flinch and give Boney 
L'rmnle sald, its dollar would 
start o slide on international 
¢m'nmcy markets, making 
everything the country 
Imports more ¢~enaive. 
Either way, the cost eL 
living was likely to rise. 
Cresbie feels he will he 
able to control Interest rates 
his immediate options are 
limited. 
This will not change 
overnight as a result of the 
November budget, the 
minister added. 
Although he has the con- 
stitutinnsl authority to chal- 
lenge the Bank of Canada 
when it recommends a bank 
rate increase, Crmbie said 
h  has no intention of doing 
this until he can offer sound 
economic reasons for op- 
posing the central bank. 
At the moment, Crosbie 
only whan certain conditlom 
are met. . . . .  
~. f f i - -  _ 
his authorization to go Uoctor  
ahead. 
It wnaa move he made sus-^n' e JPcuu 
reluctantly, knowing it 
would heest the cost of 
borrowing money, buying a 
home and dotng business• 
"But I had to consider the 
effect on our balance of pay- 
mente. We're living off the 
rest of the world. We've got 
to a~act  $'/ billion into 
Canada to pay our debts." 
H Canada failed to attract 
this foreign investment, 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) -- A 
doctor working on the British 
Columbia government's con- 
troversial  compulsory 
heroin treatment program 
has been suspended for 
giving too runny drugs to 
addicts, 8n official with the 
B.C. Drug and Alcohol 
Commission said Tuesday. 
dollars stuffed in her 
swimsuit after the mys- 
terious sinking of a luxury 
houseboat, 
District coroner Gilles 
Gaul said Tuesday he is 
awaiting a final report from 
pollee investigators and 
experts before setting a data 
for the inquiry. 
Police said the report will 
take at least another week to 
complete and did not expect 
bearlng~ to start before late 
September• " 
A preliminary police 
report indicated that last 
Judy's disappearance of the 
Jaguar V - -  a 14-metre, 
100,000 houseboat - -  was 
accidental• Tests on debris 
believed to have come from 
the boat indicated that it did 
not explode, but probably 
broke up in rough seas, 
.police Rnld 
The body of one passenger, 
Diane Despard, 28, was 
found floating near 
Bonaventure Island July 26 
with 13,600 in cash stuffed 
into her one-ptece bathing 
suit. About a week later, a 
cargo liner plucked .~e body 
of Lnfinmme, 47, out of the 
water. 
But autopsies on the two 
bodies turned up no signs of 
violent death, police said. 
Laflamme and Mrs, Des- 
i~rd's husband, Andre, 39, 
.who Jointly owned the 
Jaquar V, were to have 
apvenred in a Hull, Que., 
WIN TENNIS TITLE 
NEW YORK (AP)  : Scott 
Davis and Alycla Mouiton of 
the United States won the 
Junior titles Saturday at the 
U.S, Open tennis 
dmmplmshlps. Davis, the 
No.3 seed, defeated un- 
seeded Jan Gunmrsen of 
Sweden 6-3, e-I in the boys' 
singles final. Mouiton, the 
No.2 seed, heat top-seeded 
Mary Lm Platek, another 
Ameflcan, 74, 74 In the 
girls' final. 
B.C:S 
MINING 
INDUSTRY IS 
EXPANDING... 
Mining development is proceeding at a strong 
and steady rate, with these major new projects 
to provide more jobs and tax revenues for B.C.--  
Equity Silver 
a new $85 million silver-copper-gold mine now 
under construction ear Houston; providing 300 
jobs during the construction phase and 200 per- 
manent jobs when the mine and mill are com- 
pleted next year. 
Highmont Mine 
a new copper-molybdenum ine in the Highland 
Valley; development now underway at a cost of 
$150 million, with 500 people employed during 
construction and 400 permanent jobs when the 
project Is finished in 1980. 
Climax Molybdenum 
will re-open and expand the Kitsault molybdenum 
mine on north coastal B.C. at a cost of $143 mil- 
lion. Construction begins this summer-when 
production commences in 1981, them will be 
steady work for about 450 people. 
Bell Copper 
a $19 million expansion of the Babine Lake cop- 
per mine will create 50 new jobs by 1981. 
Newmont Mines 
has announced plans to extend the life of its 
mine near Princeton. A new $23.4 million con- 
struction project will provide 100 new jobs over 
the he),, two years. 
AND THAT 
MEANS 
MORE JOBS 
FOR BRIT|SH 
COLUMBIANS. 
B.C:s mining industry today employs 
more than 15,000 people in our province, 
while suppoding roughly 40,000'others 
in companies which depend on mining 
activity. With the continued development of 
our mineral resources, mining will play an 
increasingly vital role in the B.C. economy. 
THE MINING ASSOCIATION 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
'"Building a stronger B.C" 
Page 10, Tim Herald, Wednesday, September 12, 1979 
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CLASS lP I  eD RATES 
LOCAL  ONLY:  
20 ~A~rd l  o r  leS l  S2.0Q per  In .  
sertlon. Over 20 w~rds S cents 
~vmrd. 
more consecutive Insertions 
11,S0 per Insertlon. 
RIFUNDI: 
First Insartlon charged tar 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
.has bean ,at, 
CORRICT IONS:  
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for on ly  
One Incorrect ad. 
eox NUMSERS: 
75 cents plckup. 
11.75 mallad. 
CLASSIF. laD DISPLAY: 
Retes available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATa: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL end 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
I;3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14.00 per line per month. 
On • 4 month bass qnly 
DIADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00, p.m. 2 days prior to 
pobllcatlon day. 
CLASSIPlED: 
2:00 p.m. on dev previous to day 
Of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other then 
iUSINISS IS  WITH AN 
ESTAeLiSHED ACCOUNT. 
Service d~ereo f U.es an all 
N.S.F. cheq~eo. 
WaDDINg DelCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provldad news sub. 
mltted wlthln one month. 115.00 
production chargo for weddlng 
end-or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event 110.00 cl~rga, wlth or 
without picture. Sublact to 
conclensetlon. Payal01e In ad. 
venco .  
CLASS IP lED AN* 
NOUN¢IMENTS: 
. B i r ths  S.SO 
Engaoemonh~ S,~O 
/~ i r r lega l  5,S0 
DsethS 
Funerals 
Cards of Thenk~ 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 435-&157 
CllUlflld Advertlslns Dept. 
SUBSCRtPT ION RATES 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Eff~tive 
October I, !t78 
Single copy 2oc 
By Car r ie r  mth 3.00 
By Carder year 33.00 
By Mall 3 ruth. 15.00 
BV Mall 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Cltlzen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
Year 55,00 
BOX 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
KItlmet & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headln0s and to set rates 
thereforo and to det~mlne page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to rovlse, edit, c lau l fy  or reject 
any advertisement end to retain 
any answers directed to the 
l-leratd Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advortlsement and box 
rental. 
BOX replies on "Hold" In. 
structlons not picked up wlthln 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless melllng Instructima re 
recelved. Those enswerlng Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
lend originals of docummts to 
avold Io~. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements muir be received 
by the publisher within 30 dayl 
lifter the fires publication. 
it Is agreed by the advortlear 
requeltlng Ipece that the 
11abi l i ty  of the Herald In tho 
event of failure to pul~llh 8n 
advertisement or in the event of 
an error appearing In the ed- 
wrtlsement as  pub l l lhed  Ihlll 
be limlted to the amount paid by 
the advortl~r for only one In- 
correct Inurflon fOr the portion 
of the advertising epees occupled 
by the Incorrect or omltted Item 
only, end that there shell be no 
llablllty to any event greater 
then the amount pald for auch 
edvertlllng. 
AdveftlMments must comply 
wlth the Brltlsh Columbla 
Human Rlght$ Act whlch 
prohibihl any advertillng thlt 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
$.g0 re l ig ion ,  sex ,  co lo r ,  nat iona l i ty ,  
5 .50 ancest ry  o r  p lace  o f  o r ig in ,  or 
S.SO because  h l l  age  la  botwoen 44 
5.50 and  65 years ,  un less  the  cond l t lon  
Is lus t J f l ed  by  • bona  f ide  
requ l rement  fo r  the  work  In .  
6, OBITUARIES / 
va lved .  
COMMUNITY; 
SERVICES 
OVEREATERS ~m~.z , i , z :v~: i  ' 
ANONYMOUS clrlnklng problem? There Is 
meets Wednesday ot 8 p.m. help 
at St. Matthew's AnWIoan 
Church basement. Phone 
635-44U after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for on 
,alternative to abortion. 
Phone 612-4401 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechoko Centre. 
Kiflmef A.A. Conldructlon 
Group In KItlmst: telephone 
61:!4711. 
MEETINGS: 
Mundey. Step Meetings. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Cloled. 
Mestlngs 1:30 p.m. Unlted 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetings 0:30 
p.m. Skeeoa Health Unit, 
Kltlmet General Hnspltol. 
N.Anon Meeting| • Tuesday 
• I p.m. United Church. 
'Weight Watchers meeting 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox 4Jnlted Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Sllm (lea Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Kltimst 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used places of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call Ul at 635.2238 behNeen 
! a.m. end 3 p,m. We will fry 
to make arrangementl for 
ptckup. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abertlon 
3-4621 Lakalse • 635.3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m, 
end 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 635.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
it~ns, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
oervlca phmo 4,1S.~ or 63.q. 
5233, or leave Donations at 
tho Thrift 5~OP on Lazolia 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wsen 11 a.m. end 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
Avallablel 
phone 635.5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United ~ 
Church. 
Men. 0 p.m. - AJenon . 
Skeone Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. e:3o p.m. Mills 
Memorial Huapltal. 
n~}~ ]iN-" i i k,i ! 04,1 i l l i~ ' ,  |~R ~I I : i~ : l i : l I E  
SKEEHA HEALTH UNIT ~.0me and enloY an evening The Annual Meeting of the  OPPORTUNITY Collection 3 vintage Martin 2 snow machines. Very good! 
2-3215 Eby St. of crib With Terrace Crib. Terrace and District Apartment In Terrace guitars. 1 rare Bowman. 20.. condition. 400 cc Polaris 300; 
Terrace, B.C. 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly nt Ehy St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appolntmsnt. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30. 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appdntment. Babyslffers 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrlflen con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT iMMUNiZATIOH 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for detalls and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon I
-3 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need it, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PR E.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
hvlce monthly. 4:~ - S yrs. 
(pro.kindergarten): Spring 
blltz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Plesoa phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist wlth oanltetlon 
problems, such as food 
polBonings and cornplalnts, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist 
wil l  do hearing tests on 
roferrol by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist will carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazolle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those ellglhle for LOng Term 
Care. 
AIDTO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 LazeHs Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Anessmant and guldanca 
for vocational and soclsl 
reha'bllltaflon done by 
consultant. 
KERMODE 
BIN.GO SCHEDULES l~rP 
SEPTEMBER: "CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
13,000 Bingo. held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. p.m. st Verltac School Gym. 
Small Bingo. (nc-240) 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
12,000 Bingo. Year of the ChIN 
For more Information BANQUET 
phone: ,& DANCE 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP Sept. 22 • Manuel's Banquet 
SOCIETY Rm. In aid of Terrace Child 
4451 Grelg Ave. Development Centre. 
Terrace, B.C. Cocktails, Refreshments - 7 
V6G INA p.m. Dinner - ! p.m. 
6354906 Spec ia l ty  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. Dancing to 
Rape Rellof follow - J lm Ryan's Dance 
Abortion Counselling Band. 
& Crisis Line for $15 Single --  130 Couple 
Women To reserve a table call 635. 
63843188 4216. (nc-31S) 
Women's Centre Is span. 
sorlng closed Women's A.A. 
Meetings- Every Tuesday 
Nlght et 7:30 -- 4711 Lazelle 
Ave. 635.5145. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeona Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
Ploneor Girls Club will be 
held every Wed. evening at 
Terrace Alliance Church 
from 7 to $:30 p.m. com. 
menclng Sept: 19. Girls 
Grade 3 through grade 0 
Inclmlve are welcome to 
loin. Registration fee of 16 
Inc ludes  handbook .  
Registrations will be taken 
Sept. 12 from 7.0 p.m. 
Refreshment! served. (nc. 
I,tS) 
YANTED 
NORTHWEST LUGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
convention Sept. :!8, 29 and 30 
at Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of 8ctlvltles. For 
recervatlonl please phone 
d3S-6S01. 
i'errace Kltlmat Forest 
ProduCtl S~fety Conference 
9 n.m. Sat. Sept. 29 at 
Terrace Hotel. This con. 
terence Is held In conjunction 
with the Northwest Loggers 
Association Convention. (nc. 
38S) 
FALL CERAMIC CLASSES 
Start Sept. 17, 1979. Please 
register now. Address: 
Lakelea Ave., Terrace or 
phone 635-9393. (nc.17S) 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
.a support service 
for women -
4711 Laxello Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635.S145 
Drop In: 10 am.6 'p~n Man.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays -Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
- Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Parents 
(led by a single Mther), 3rd 
Wednesday . Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
begs League at Sknenavlew 
Lodge. Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. 
(nc.2SS) 
WOMEN'S CENTRE 
Is sponsor!ng a 
Single Parents Group 
on 
Wed. Sept. 13 
at 7:30p.m. 
(continuing the second 
Wednaedayof Every month) 
at 
The Women's Centre 
4711 Lazelle 
featuring e film entitled 
"Child Behavior equals 
YOU". Ca" 635-5145 or 635- 
4906 for more Information. 
(nc-14S) 
WOMEN'S 
NIGHTOUT 
presents 
Karlene Clark of W.A.R.P. 
( "We' re  Against Rising 
Prices") 
Thursday, Sept. 1 
7:30 pm 
Women's Centre 
4711 Lazelle 
Call 635-5145 for more In* 
formation. [nc.13S) 
TheAngllcen Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
The Ladles Auxiliary 'to the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13, Terrace, pro 
holding their 
Annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR 
October 20, 1978 
at the Arena Banquet Room, 
starting at 2 pm. Everyone 
welcome. (nc.190) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace,'wIsh to 
Invite the public to par. 
tlclpeto In their semi-annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
sept. 30, 1979, starting at 4 
pm .... at " the Legion 
Aud i to r ium.  Everyone 
welcome. (nc.28S) 
Christian Council for Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United Church, 
Thurnday~ September 20 at 
7:30 p.m. (no20S) 
S~owlng presently at the 
Kltlmat Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exotic", a prize.winning 
display of see IIM of our 
ocean on loan from Vlctgrla. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people and folks Intereshld In 
our nature and Its piecing 
and esthotloal aspect should 
not mlu  this exhibit during 
August and Sept. 
Museum hours: 12 - S except 
Sundays. (nc-20S) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10-  
Oddf~tllows Hell, . 3222 
Mun,'oa St. (nc'-10N) 
Terrace Homemakers 
Services to have urlentotlon 
course offered In October (no 
charge). Dates to be an. 
noUnced. All Interested 
persons and prospective 
homemakers please call 
5135 to register and confirm 
your Interest. (nc.205) 
Funeral services for the late 
WALDEMAR PENNER will 
take place on Wednesday, 
sept. 12. at 3 pm from the 
Lutheran Church In Terrace. 
Rev. John Malvlc will be 
officiating. Burial will be In 
the DIstrict of Terrace 
Munic ipa l  Cemetery.  
D~atlons can be made to 
the B.C. Heart Foundation, 
Box 22, Terrace, B.C. 
MacKay's Funeral Services 
are In charge of the 
arrangements. (c1-13S) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc. 
2N) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annua.I 
FALL BAZAAR :,:. .: 
& TEA false for I~YChlc readings-on November 17, 1979 
(~c.16N) Sept. 14-18 phone 635-4059 for 
appolntmont. (p4-17S) 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The Catholic Women's 
League of Torrace will be 
holding Its first fall general 
meeting In the Catholic COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Church Meeting Room on 
Wed. Sept. 12, 1979, after 7:3o Backhoe Work 
p.m.Mase. All members end 
Interested women are cor. Phone LtS.|S40oftor 6. (am. 
dlally Invited to attend. (nc-. 10.08-79) 
12S) 
FILTER QUEEN 
SINGING CLASSES 
Children's singing classes sales and service 
for boys and girls 9 years and 
over will begin Sept. 17. 4546 Park Ave. 
Students ere prepared for Terrace 
festivals, excmlnatlons, and L1L5.7|49 
careers In singing. For In; (am-4-07-79) 
formation, cal l  Joan 
Spencer, A.R.C.T., at 635- GEMINI,EXCAVATING 
3382. (nc.16S) • :LTD,  :'. ' 
OPEN HOUSE 
The official opening of .t!~e 
• new premloas of tile 
TERRACE & OISTRICT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
will take place sept. 15 at 2 
p.m. at 4711 Lacelle Avenue. 
Mayor t~ironey wllr 6f;:" 
flclate at the opening. 
ceremony. Directors of the 
Society and Project 
Managers will be on hand to 
answer any questions. 
Refreshments will be ser- 
red. 
The week of Sept. 16 hoe 
been proclaimed Community 
services Week In honour of 
thlloccellon. Support YOUR 
community and become a 
• member of the Terrace & 
DIstrict Community Sir. 
vices Society. For more 
Information please call 
3178, (nc.16c~) 
Skeene Social Credit 
Association w i l l  hold their 
First Annual Harvest Picnic 
on Set., Sept. 15 starting at 3 
Ixn at Ross Lake lust east of 
New Hazelton on Highway 16 
E. 
Also on Sat., Sept. 22 there 
will be on Upon House at the 
Skeeno Social Credit Office 
I t  ~ Park Ave. Special 
guest will be Jack Ksmpf, 
MLA Omlnaca. Everyone 
welcome. (nc.21S) 
requll'es a Bulrdlng 
Superintendent Manager. to 
look after the operations and 
maintenance of s new 21 unit 
apartment.  Apartment 
rentals commence ap. 
proximately Nov. I, 1979 and 
the person must be available 
for Inquiries no later than 
Sept. 30, 1979. ideal Op. 
~rtunlty for retired person 
or keen moonlighter. Apply 
In writing to: 
Lokelse Development Ltd. 
4711 Loan Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V~G 17.6 
(~.12S) 
MECHANICAL 
SUPERVISOR 
Ray Saundars 
Hauling Ltd. 
To take charge of all 
maintenance and rebuilding 
of logging trucks at Kltlmat. 
Responsibilities will In. 
cluda scbedullng, hiring, and 
supervising shop crews, 
rebuilding off.hlghway, and 
highway !ogglno trucks and' 
malntalnl~ aveileblllty of 
operating trucks. Salary 
neggtloble In $30,000 to 
S35,000 range. Relocation 
and housing assistance 
available. This lea I~ng term 
full-time pualflon. Phone 
((~)4) 7M-3977 or 632-741S. 
(c10.25S) 
Do you want to be your own 
bo~s? Hove free time for 
other activities end still earn 
good money. Phone 635.4569. 
(p3-14S) 
To babysit In their, home. 
Close to the Silver Garden 
Apts. For one child (2 yr. old 
boy). Cell between 9 am.  3 
pm 635.3962 or 4 pm.  12 pm 
635-2231. Ask for Lit, de 
McKay. (ctfn.10-9.79) 
WANTED FOR OUR Local bank has opening for 
COHSIONMENTInd.SALES - branch ~¢ies~k~AA~lt~.h~vo~ 
FLOOR ' epfltudi ~fQr~, UO or J~;~ :,leg 
Furniture, oppllanc'oa, wl~m •minimum : typing •. 
power tools, hand tools, Contact Jean at ~15-~191. 
clean small Cars, motor. (cS-12S) 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart • 
Corner of Lakelse & APeIw, 
(Wee Andrews), 
Backhoe Work .... 
, Hour ly~ &. Contract 
• ~'L15.N79.anytlme 
(am.6-6-79). 
IHSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
LU49~t 
.(am-4-6-79) 
15; 
FOUND 
Found: Whlte- S speed 
bicycle In Thornhlll. Can' 
claim by Identifying. Ph 635. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
ill (Terrace) 
Invites applications for a 
PART.TIME teacher at 
GItskan in Kltwsnga 
Elemeotory.secondary 
School. Ideally the ou¢. 
caesful candidate will: 
1. Be flueot In speaking, 
reading and writing Git. 
skan (Western dialect) 
2. Be knowledgeable 
conoarnlng local history 
end culture 
3. Have had successful 
ixperlencas In supervising 
end Instructing youngsters. 
4. Be eligible for a B.C. 
Teaching Certificate. 
To apply, please contact: 
Mr. Terry Laughlin, 
Prlnclpah Kltwsnga 
Elem. Sec. School 
Phone number I~17.S454 
or  
Mr. M. Bergsme 
Director of 
Inetructlon 
Box 460 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 4Be 
60 ysera old. 14,000 for the 
set. Phone 638.8141 and ask 
for Wally at extenalon 31g. 
(pS.14S) 
night downtown. Circle on 
stud. Sentimental value. 
Reward offered. Ph. (;38. 
Speed Queen twin tub 
washer spin dryer. Like new. 
Asking $100. 638-1916. (p2- 
12S) 
Viking f r l~e & stove. S300. 
Ph 635.3211 after 5 pm. (cS- 
14S) 
FOR SALE 
30" electric s~ve. ~Rotiuloca 
and broiler. Like new. 
Please call 
(no.eft) 
Piano f~ Sale. Ph 435.32t2. 
(pS-13S) 
GARAGE SALE 
Sept. 15 at 10 am st 
Dogwood off Krumm Road. 
.011 Itovo, organ, bike, 
ru ing  machloa gad cabinet, 
assorted household Items. 
(I)3-145) 
GL 1000. Ext.'condition. New 
tires. Phone 635.:!154 or 
7144. (atf-nc) 
W70 Triumph. Rebuilt. N4w 
paint. 650 cc. phone 631-1241 
after 3 pan. (cS.13S) 
1978 Can.Am 250 cc. qualifier 
motor bike. Good condition, 
low mileage." Best offer 
takes. Cell MaN at 635.6310 
.days or d,~5.5"/00 nights. (pS. 
14S) 
Remington typewriter, ext. 
cond. S150. Une pair boys 
hockey skates "Tacks" new 
535, green tomatoes 45(: lb., 
Join my creative Circle green cobbege 30¢: Ib, leeks 
tuam. Our beautiful craf t -  75clb. Ph 635.$273. (pS-18S), 
kits ere fun to demonstrate 
and easy to sell. Generous Creosote timbers, enough to 
commleslgn. I need people In build wall and roof structure 
the Terrace.Kltlmat area. for 5000 sq. ft. shop. Cedar 
Manager positions avell0~le, building legs for up to 1500 
Write Lydia Knnla; wstr0"w, ed. fl~ ho.u~e. Phone 635-5370 
B.C. V0G 2J0 (p4:125) . . . . . .  or 635-7950.after 6 pm (pS,, 
• 13S) . .  
Local bank has opening for sensul AU-717 amp.' Must 
branch clerk. Must hove sell. SR.838 turntable. Two 
aptitude for figures and 45 SP.XIIO00 speskers. Large 
wpm minimum typing. 
Contact Jean st 635-6391. quantity of records. Lot 110 
(c5-17S) Woodland Heights Trailer 
Park. (pS-13S.) 
~dor house for salvage or 
domolltlon. Phone 635-9373 
after S pro. (c3-13S) 
120,000 BTU oil fired fur. 
sacs. Really good working 
oondltlon. 1300. Phone 635. 
M16. (p5-17S) 
For Sale: 4x6" timbers and 
cants approximately 10-20" 
long. Phone ~1S-9373 after S 
pm. Ic3.13S) 
Yashlca-Mat 135 G twin lens 
reflex. Best offer. Phone 635- 
4533. (pS.17S) 
FrankUn fireplace $100, one 
sot of AR6 speakers Slg0. 
Beth In good shape. Ph 635- 
4726. (p3.13S) 
Studio knitting machine for 
sale. 2 years old. Ph 635.7178. 
(c10-21S) 
Deadline for eOpllceflone 
september 21, 19;9 
(o2.11,12S) 
Will babysit-In my home. 
References available. Ph 
63,5-9765. (c4.14S) 
Contractor avol lahl i  for 
small remodelling end' 
construction lobs. Phone 43S. 
3261. (cS-13S) 
/~ ls  on Wheals Services BACKHOE 
require volunteer drivers. FOR 
Anyone Interested please HIRE 
call Homemskerm Services Phone 635.6454 or 635,67S7. 
et 635-8135. (nc.13S) (ctfnJ044)9-79) 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE. GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES. 
WE BUY - SELL - 
TRADE. DELIVER • 
Terraca's Most Unlqse 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
OUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
~lS Kalum Street 
Ph. IM.161| 
[attn.12-9.79) 
cc Sklrole wlth a double~ 
Inside trailer with 13" 
wheels. Ph 635-6055. (p~14S).! 
CASH 
Am purchasing BCRIC 
shares. Ph 635-4226. Nso .. 
selling Suzuki dirt hike. aS.: 
100. 1979 model. Practloally ~ 
new. Ph 635.4226. (c~-50) 
Looking for Furniture? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
furniture at e price 
anyone can afford. We bey 
and sell. Call the' Tarrase 
Auctkm Mart, 4414 Lakebe 
Ave, 53J-Sin. (ctfn-7.9.79)' 
3 purebred boxer male 
poppies for sale. Ph g47.5301' 
(Smlthers) or 63S.9292' 
(Terrace). (c2.11S) 
200 plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Cerruesh 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
1GO. (c20.20) 
Wanted Immediately: one 
gee griddle top restaurant' 
stove for community hall. Ph 
435-3112. (c8.14S) 
Wanted-to.bqy - -  baby's 
playpen..~!),,6~IS-7074. (ca-. ' 
14S) "' ~ 1 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Available 
dally, weekly, monthly. 
Phone 632.2420. (c20.1101 
ft. climbable tower for 
large antenna. Phone 
4533. (p3-12S) 
WA'HTED~TO BUY~ old car., 
end truck and cot batterlef.- 
TOp price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635-4735 anytime.. (p20- 
4O) 
22 foot (loop V Volvo In-out. 
Fully loaded. Galley head 
sounder radios. Tandem! 
troller. AJklng SI0,500 OBO.~ 
9.Ph79~1t101. (cffn.MWfr.10., 
- -  ~mr-T-nr----- ' -~ 
18 foot cabin cruiser with 
canopy. Flbreglaea over 
wand. Johnson 60 HP c.w 
double axle trailer. Good 
¢ond. Priced to sell at S3200 
OBO. Ph 635-:!415 after 6 pm. 
(cS-14S) 
For Sale: 20 ft. flbreglase 
boat with ~ and g0, HPi 
Mercury motors. 438-1,1~.. 
!ps-17s) 
For Sale: 2 storey leg home 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on main 
floor, located on largo scenic 
Iotas Skoena Street. Call 
1121 between g-s pm Man.. 
Frl. (cl0.21S) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
holier with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 2S 
ft. boat. Phone 635-4777. 
(¢tfn4.9.79) 
Wanted: one heavy duty 
tandem trai ler,  close to 
12xM. Ph ~11.174t after S pro." 
(c2.12S) 
197] Memy Ferguson front' 
end loader. Comeawlth 1 and 
1.3 cu. yd. bucket and Wldco 
lug grapple and chains. 
Asking 17,500, Phone offer 6 
pm ne.lm. (plo.14s) 
1 
1958 HDOG Allls-Chalmers 
track loader c.w IW yd. 
becket blade, forb & wlnch.. 
110,500 flrm. 1941 Loro ln  
Crane on rubber. 3 & 6 cyl,i 
GM diesels. 6x34 Crescent 
planer mill. Phone 635.5370 
or ~-7950 after 4 pro. (pS.. 
12S) 
HOUSE FUR RENT at 
Lakelw Lake. 4 bdrm., 2 
beth, fauna. Available 
Immedlately. Must have 
references. Ph Prince 
Rupert 4~7.1377. (c4.14) 
01udfleds 
111-1161 
49.  HOMES .... ::.: 
" FOR__ :SALE,;_ _ .::: j 
1t74 three bdrm. Knight 
nkxlular home sHuated on 
acre llndscapad lot on 
CqqNIillCto Subdlvlllon. HIS 
vaget lb l l  garden ,  
0rsenham, 8mokehocea & 
shed. : Excellent Condition. 
Please call after 5 p.m. 
m14. (p1~13Sl 
14'x35' I bdrm. medufel 
home on 4' cement teen. 
clifton. Hal 12x1~' addition 
and llrgo peele. Good Illiid 
fully lendlcaped lot. Qulst 
eren In Copper Mountain 
Sobdlvlllon. AsklN1 $36,000. 
View i t  3HI SlmNon Cresc. 
or phone &~S-Y0'n. (pS-18S) 
i {  " ~i i ~IL i 
'S BR h~Jam. Din, recreation 
room. Fireplace. Ph after ~" 
PM6354011 or 635-7303. (ph- 
13S) 
3 BR home" with full 
.hasoment on largo lot. 
70xil0% Largo "kitchen. 
Ample wall to wall car. 
Feting. Full price I~i2,000. Pb 
,d35-9550. (pIO-20S) 
1400 8q. ft. house. 3 lirge 
bedrooms, utlllty room and 
kitchen ere big. Shaw 
flropleca wHtl fan In IlvlnD 
room. Full basement wflh 
rooms roughed In. largo 
n~Drage shod. ~00xl0 ft. lot. 
~1~ w~ s~m.  
~M to ooll ef ~ .  For 
Informltteii ~ Ifler 4:30 
~l i l  3 o(Irm., 114)~'~ 
73x200 lot. Greenhouse, 
~ r ~  caller end itocl 
iforlge ihod. Drlllod w~lh 
For mare Information or 
Igpolntmmt to view plse. 
We ~'e a young rsepenzlbil 
family of 4 seeking to rent e l 
bdrm. homi In tom by Nov,' 
1. Please calL&IS-1039 or 635- 
4694 anytime. (p1~1~) 
W~TEO ". ' :  
TO RENT . . . .  . " '  
2 or 3 bclrm, house w,h 
baeament and tlrepllco 
preferred. Must be clean 
with 1 or 2 steps to front door. 
Call A.F. Will l lms at S67. 
4191 COllect. (¢20-35S) 
Youhg responsible non. 
smoking couple is now 
seeking a pleca of reslclence, 
preforrably near Com. 
reunify College arue. Not too 
big, but prlveto. Pho.ce J ,esse 
~ ~Is,14(~I (ps-1~m . . . .  ; .... 
WANTED TO RENT: Slngls 
buslceumen required K. 
commodatlon (fumlched or 
on~ml l~)  Immediately In 
Terreca area. Fhone Craig 
at 435-4331 or 635-9151 (no. 
373 evenlnge). (c6.14S) 
*140Uea with 9drags require( 
u soon is  poesl~do by ¢oup4s 
with no children or pets. 
Rdenmm avellabis..Phom 
kla.lM~. (cffn.,I.9.79) 
. . . .  T - - -T -  ' r 
"WANTEO i 
A homo for me end my 
helle. Willing to hltp yet 
~us pay room & heard 
Tarrane.Kltlr, at area. F~ 
h~rthor Infcrmatlco: 
~4177 
(cl0-11iS) 
floor. Air c0ndltlonad, 
Located et ~3 lakelse Ave. 
Phone 53S.2.S.S2. (ctfn.4.9.?9) 
Office spe~e for rent -- ~0 
sq. ft. of air conditioned 
main floor office specs. 
Separate otruet level an. 
trance. Four yr, old building. 
Exc. downtown location, off 
Itreet perking. Ph Mrs. 
~ampeon 435.4~s 0 'om-4:35 
pro. (cffn.~9.79) 
Warehouse or monufec. 
furlng qmca available Im. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
Downtown Iocatloc. Phone 
For Sale: acreage with 2 
bdrm. trailer located 10 
miles salt of Terrace. 
phrtlaily furnished. Asking 
price $2S,000. Opento offers. 
Call ~2~,  _.(P3z!~_L~ 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 Krea In Toplay, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Llghfll 
Iraed. I I  miles from 
Houston. I miles from 
Sunset lake. Power, water 
md 3 bclrm, trailer. Askln0 
LSh500. For more In. 
~ormatlon contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P,O. Box 1~ 
• Topley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. G I~ 
Terries, B.C, 
lss41r;I 
[nc4ff) _ 
F~r STile -- Old Rome. 1.2 
8cra perllslly cleared,lot. 
Nlcely trsed. Creek fron. 
tags. Good fishing. Ex¢ ~11. 
Asking $I0~17.635.2465 after 
6,  ,' pro. ' (c.5-13S) 
, ,,, "- , 
FOr Sale: 1 lot, 145'X145' oil 
Marshall Ave.' Phons 435- 
rJ73 after s pro. (c3-13S) • 
I. ac re  corner lot on 
pavement. Close to schools. 
~ I bdrm. house and shop 
p4us 4 rental unite. 2 big 
;ardens and lawn. Meetly sit 
furnished. Priced to sell. 
Phone 633-,Y~ an~l~ efhlr 
5pro (pl0-14S} 
5 acre farmatte In town. 
kkml for horse Iovlrs. Barn, 
paddock, riding ring. 
pestura. 2 IxJrm. besemeM 
home. Idsal holding 
q~in~e~t  to vliw. (c~ 
located In downtown shop. 
ping centre In Prince 
Rupert. Good family 
business with ext. future 
potentlll. Apply In wrHIng: 
355'- 500 West 2rid Ave.; 
Prlnca Rupert, B.C. V I I  3T6. 
(cl0.~0S) 
i~fChevy I~vi- i l i r  liala.-in 
good runnlng cond. Ph 635. 
,u46. (c~.Ts) . . . . .  . 
'1967 Dodge Window Van. 
~ant six In good Funning 
condition, Azklng $300. 
Phone 635.3937 and i l k  for 
Chuck. (p3-14S) 
i~  Ford Custom 302. Good 
rtmnlng condlllon. $S50 firm. 
Ph 635-3910. (c3.14S) 
!977,Chryller Cordova A.C. 
crules control. Low mileage. 
Must :si l l  Ph 63,~1331 after 5 
ix11. (p2.12,14S) 
For Sale: 1977 Dodge 2 door 
coupe. 5 spend with studded 
winter radial tiros, low 
mileage. Exc gas mileage 
Deluxe model. $4,100. Ph 638, 
1448 or 798.Z58 after 6 pm. 
(p3-1~S) 
1914 Chevello J~llbe Wagon. 
Good cond. Now tirol. Low 
l!eage. Asking $2,,500 or 
: ' r~USl . . . . . . . . .  
"69 Corflna 1100 I I  II. '63 
Ford Van 1700 OBO. Ph 
3~0. (cT.!OS) 
New 1979 Mazda RX7 Re~ 
racing car with black en~ 
orange tr im. Factory 
remoYobio iun roof end wind 
deflector five mag 
aluminum wheels. 5 r~d 
hazard war rant ,  ~Adlel 
i l~ i l ,  "'Autometl~'"'t~a'n." 
omission. Cmsaolo 3 epd. 
Spnclsl amx)p trim on front, 
q=ollor 8bedew rear hat. 
chbeck window. Opera rear 
corner side glass trim. 
• rlpes etC. ~to I  30 mpg 
hl0hway wlth S year 00,450 
kilometer warranty yours 
'for 314,~, phonl bu|lnees 
633-d~I or wrlte Box 354, 
Terrace, B,C, VSG 4BI. (p6. 
S,/AOJ2J_4,1~S) . . . .  
1949 Plymouth Wagon. PS, 
PB, air cmdltlonlng, Needs 
muffler $2S0. Ph 63S-2S47. 
(c6-10~12,1&17,19~21S) 
I"~, nd . . . .  
'47 Beaumont H.T. Needs 
soma work, but hive i l l  
parts. (plul oxtri  parti). 
New Mack crushed velvet 
upholztery. Ph 635.50M. (p3. 
133) 
1973 Brown New Yorker Exc 
cend. Only 46,000. All op. 
ties|. Ph 635-3051 after 2 pro. 
(¢S-14S) 
1971 Chevy Nova for sale. In 
good runnln_9" cond. Ph 635- 
~.  (cS.14S) 
For Sale: 1969 Chevolle. 
Goodyear tlr.s on CDN rims. 
shockl & clutch. 11 end 
1 ~ltonl. 650 Halley cerb. 
Many mere extra|. Cell 4,18- 
ld21 or 635-S600. (p10-13S} 
a 
1970 14r. Datsun 4 q)d. S250 
FIRM. phone &lS-21N or 
7144. AIk for Mike. (cffn.sff) 
PS, PB completo with 
canopy, ~3~,¢hannel 8 track 
tape player. Ev~kngs please 
,call 635-7517. ~6tfn.4-9-79) 
1975 GMC customized van. 
P.S., P.B., Iota ot extras. 
M.st be seen to be op. 
prlcilhKI. Phone 635-2154 or 
&13.7144. Custom Interior and 
exterior paint lob. Ask for 
Mike. (nc.atf) 
For Sale: 1977 Ford ~ ton 
,Ix4 In excellent Ihape. Auto, 
IS, PB. Phone 638.8442. (ph. 
llS) 
The HareM, Wednesday, SeMember 12, 1979, Paae I! 
!1973Toyota LandCrulser. 17foott rove l t ra l lerwl th  Talks said in trouble- 
~any extras. 6,000 mllu on propane frld0e, stove & 
i'sbullt motor. 1854 In- heater. Asking $2,200. Open 
h#nationsl Pickup. No rust to offers. Ph 635-2339. lONDON (~P) --  B r t l -  minority .rule, made en not only on the AJHcan coals8 to land-on to he~ay 
aponsored peace talks on impassioned pxon mr Britain continent but throu~hont the or abandon any of the wc- 
=r "dents on body. Ring - - wertm~Zlm~abweRhodcele to reco~ Ida Sa l~ world." tortes of the people of 
bearings and gasket, for 21 foot winterized h'avei heeded Into U'ouble Tuesday govermnent. The second day of the Zimbabwe who have partly 
,motor all original. 54,000 trailer. 2 years old. Exc when black nationalist • "We require to know c0~ersnco gut under way ~herotedthemselvesondare 
miles. Phone 638-1634. (c5. cond. Ph 63.q.34SS. (plO.19S) guerrilla leaders inslstecl on clearly and eategortcally five houri ~ late .to allow continuing the task," Nkomo 
diseusehl i the  war and what moreyour government Patriotic Front iuerrllin said of the bush war that /  
17S), For Sale. 1977 Vanguard 22' Britain tried to keep i l k  to requires ~m us before ym leadem Joshua Hkomo and taken 18,000 Uvea in seven 
For Sale: i973 GMC ½ ton' motor home on GMC chanSll, the IMs-exp]oaive l~us of a win remove sanctionl and 
Low mllaege. Phone 538.. now c0ustitutJon 
Robert Mupbe more time to years. 
P.U. 6 cylinder. Standard grant recognlUon to our l~epors theb reply to Brit- "Whe~ amy 8hall defend 
Ex¢. cond. ph 6.15-71t96. (pS 6707. (p4-1~S) B~hep Abel Muzorewa, 8ovemment," he seld. sin'S deci'ed intenUon that Zimbabwe and tto people? 
' the African territory's fira~ "Wehave a new nm-racisl the confesses aim tint f~  Wheae police force shall 
1iS) For Salo: 197S V.W. motor black prime minlater after noUon, one thattsdedieatt~ a!rsement en a new eon- protect he people d Zlm- 
1976 Chevy V~ ton PU for homo. Fully equipped. Ext. nine decades of white- itself to be a good exam,s, sureties, b~bwe? How do we create 
f i le. PS, PB, V8 auto. Good tend. Would cocslder small Thecmterence is BH i in ' l  the ldtusUon for the holding 
runnlngcond. Ph633.4246. car or older P.U. es part slams 
(cS-14S) payment, ph 17042 after 6 war now aimed at earls8 Musocewa'sRoveromant is
, pro. (pS.17S) Muzorewa and his govern- ~ ~ " ~ n ~  
For sale1997bndgeClub mid east stand cab,Ix4.77,000 kllomotar|, i For Sale: I1 foot Vanguard i denounO~ os no mo~e t in  a 
black facade covering ict[ 
ton. ph dM.8443. (c20.10) 638-1749Camperafter(1971)'3 pm.Please(c2-12S)Call BON~I (Bourse) - ~aeH He said "the real chanae, continub~ white-minority moderate bin leaders, 
1978 High Sierra P.U. One . Forotgn Minister Moshe which we don't like" is "the c~troi, inc lud~ Muzorewa. 
owner. Exc. shape. $6500 14 foot older' model travel Doyen erlUcised the West'. introduction of the formula German government  about the rlght .of the British Foreian Secretary The new government has 
Firm. Ph. &lS-7064or view at ' trailer. Ph ~1S-4761. (cS-14S) Tuesday for supporting self- Palestlnlens to self- Lord carrtniiton, the con- not been recogn~ed by the 
,026 Park Ave. (p&13S) , ~ determb~tion for the Pale- determinates. We reprd fe~enoe ~ n ,  opened rcot of the world and tt is 
top, sinepe five, canval In st~diu~ and aeid it Is a this im a ~ e  for the, .the tllka Monday by In- Bl4tain'e limk as the former 
change for the worse in the worse." sisUng that the warrlng colonislpowerto brb~ about 
357 motor - S4600. Phone 63S- good condition. Asking I~00 M/dcHe ~.ut policy of Bonn. Official West German Ixrttes saree first to a new at the current ell~ a Zim- 
5370 or 635.7950 after 6 pm, Call 438-1641. (p5-13S) At a news conference sources rejected Dayan'a mmtitutim and not plunge b-,bweRhedceia government 
(p5-12S) followil~ thee days of talks assertion, saying West into the fundamental that is internationally ac- ceptable. A Rhedeada .ruled 
with West German leaders, by the Smith regime Drain 
from Britain unUatorslly in 
Germany's policy lln. queatlonofwhooeforooowfll 
1975 IHC 4x4 ~ ton. Ousl Doyen . /d .  Boon is an P a I • s t i n i a n s • comprise and cmtrcl a new 
tankl,  Incklng hubs, V l  4 onislderind~ouldncttr~to detennbmflonisnothlnamw noUoul army. The salutary ion  is the main preoc- 19e~ to avert black rule. 
ipeed. Asklng$2,100. Ph635- LMine~ehraellpolteyththe and that It is the dedarsd cupotion of the Patriotio MLu, o rewi~ergedutha  
5131 or view at 4"/26 ~ removal. Eloctolysls by region, poUW of the ulneconn.~ "l;YontiNerrma llinoce, first black prime min le r  
Ave. (p2.12,1~S) Jeckie. Complimentary HeseldChencollorHehnut" European Economic . Nkomo, who spoke first after universal suffrage 
Iconsultotlon. Phone 535-7963. Sehmtdt and Foreign ~ommonlty. 
'74 Ford Courler PU. Must (cI0-26S) Mlnlster Hans-Dietrich Dsyan said Bonn aeceFto when the conference clectiousbeldtoAix'fl|ndha 
sell, by Sept. 14. Asking 39~ Geuseh~ assured him that that all coon~'lm concerned, maned behind closed doors assumed office June 1. But 
UBO. Phone &111.1rdS. (p~ West Germany has no wish including Israel, must f l~t Tueoday afternoon, anld the current constltutlon 
Brltein's constitutioxml lXO- tointederoinoffortstonclve ai~'seheforean~Pelcetin~n ~ are vague ud  avdd 
attempt Is made to set up a 
Palmtinbm state. "the real iuea"  to be solved 
lives the white minority 
power to block cmudtutionai 
133) the Arsb-laraeli conflict, change for a decade and to 
Hunter Special. 1977 Ford ~ NOTICE Recent contact- between 
ton 4x4 with overloaded Regarding Examlnctlon for WeetGormanpcliticisnsand "In other w~ds, wewould at the eonferonce, lnc]udin~ cnot:oltopmllitsryl~tefor 
springs c~w 78 10W foot ' Ucenco to Scala Logs Yanser Ararat, leader of the have the right to veto any ecoU'cl of the army. at leant five years. 
.camper 3 way system. Ph Examination for Ilconceto Pa les t ine  L iberat ion  sncbdecladon rintention by "It is not our ix~ in The talks continue today. 
~15-450e. (p5-15S) scale logs In the Interior will Organization, angered the Palestlnlans," Doyen 
hrael, said. be hold In Burns Lake. The 
examination will be Altheuah Dayan u ld  he is In deaeribing West Ger- 
1977 Ford ' F.150 Ranger. preceded by a scaling convinced that West Get- many as an outsider to the LOGS FOR SALE 
conflict, Doyen ea o: man:, and particularly ~ r "I Light green wlth white course. 
canopy. 400 cubic Inch Examination and course midt. remain friends ox don't think it is up to the /-~pllcatlon No. 5046 Spruce Saw Logs. Total Volume 
motor. Auto transmlnlon, will he held as follows: • Israel, he made it clear that Galnan government o run 262.0 cubic metres. Log Average 2.9 cu. metres. 
35,000 miles air conditioning Pisca - Burns lake. big policy differences Tareeli policy or that we location: Exchamslks River. 
and carpeting. Mlcholen DEe of Scaling Course . remain should rim theirs." 
steel belted radials, loS, PB, September i41h . 20th Incl. ' Application No. 5047. Hembal Saw logs. Total Volume 
• 1411.9 cubic metres. Log Average 1.1 cubic metres. 
troller hitch and wiring. Date Of Scaling Exam - INFO ~, t ion :  Exchamsiks River. 
Dual tanks, tSl~00. Phone October 3rd, 1979. 
635-3232 Local 222, ask for l~ecourseoflnstrucflon Is 
Cliff. (c~l,lS) anyaVatlabla' froo of charge, t o ,  n , . _ _d  n. HEALTH For further ,nfurmatlon pteaseconiact 
For Sale: 1974 DMsun PU The examination must be MMropolHan lredlng 
with canopy, new engine, attended by persons lS20-435 HOwe Shier 
Vancouver, B.C. VdC iTt  • new clutch. New red. Good currently holding an "Ap. DR.  BOB YOUNG i~4i  lu . ,04  
cad. Slg9S. Ph 635-2933. (p2. polntment o! Acting Scaler". 
12,17S) To these persons the 
examination Is fron of Opt i~t .mMl~ made. Olircehllaitoetilke ~ i  
charge. All other persons bl]Hn8 m' te l lu  that have makes haqplinb~ difficult, 
197g GMC for sale. Exc. will be charged an been f l~  a pkee in the andrecontaetilemontebave 
m~:hanlcil & budy. 33,800. bum,  =~!- -  British C°lumbia Many extras. Ph 638.1015. examination fee of 15~.00. medici] news lately. What nnt been very llathdnctory to ~ k 5  J 
Application forms for the do ti~m tams meall? n~lny. 
(c3.1,1S) examination (FS Ig, 1[M9),~ lt.~,..is apparent.,, that the d ia re th l io i  , 
59,  M0BiLE .... [ s ly  t~"oMalned from, any 'government is. uMmppy but thedoctor 's~te l~ve.  
I Ranger Office. They must be. about the incre~i~ cost ~ clinlbed and mcat of m find H 0 M ES 'i completed and available for. health care. Most d these that we have to work longer Sealed Tenders, marked "Constructkm el an Office presentation at the increased costa m misted and see more patlente Just to and Warehouse liulMIng, Houston, B.C." will be 
1974 13XU Deluxe dlplomal examination. Candidates tob~finUon, but theinorenaes matotath the take-home l~y received up to ion  P.M. sepfembsr 3HIffl, 19~P, and 
mobile homo (will sell un. must hevobeen resident In mpeHmpsmerencticeahie o fayonrdaea io ,  thceeavellaldoatthettlmowlllbeopenedlnpubllcat 
furnished) 2 Ixlrm., built.In S.C. for the last six (6) in the medical field whm'e The doctor etlu4a to k)ck 4837 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Vi i i  11(7. 
chine cabinet raised living months. . huspitel imployeec were for ether Nurcoo o~income. 
room w.lmltatlon fireplace. ATTENTION S~LERS: emdd lx'evinue~y and About e00 l~Ynie 0-,,- moved end Tender documents may be obtained at the above ed- Set up & skirted In local All persons homing o valid buve -ea]y  recenUy canabt to the USA in lSfflFa tldrd of dross. 
trallerper~. To view ~ense B.C. Scaling Llconce or .UP. Sopldeticatod and an- the output of Canadian 
phone 538.8429 evenings or Permlt]okaloandwlshlng ip~ve medical equipment me~calncheula. Tbersm 
43s-2311., (c7.20S) to up~r~,de to metric in. luxl modern tYPe of care problems there too, of Tenders may be viewed at AmiMameted Coantructkm 
Aseodatkm, l iT I  Oak SWeet, Vancauver, B.C.i Eulkley 
. . . .  "'~ '~" ®r J 'e i~ . r~t~ :~dno incrsaee O i lS .  coone, but thean doctors. ~VIIMy. 13ikce DiMhrlct Construction Association, 4114 
Muetsall:'2'~.Mroomn~blls st~en~f a , METRIC The coats (~ doctors i ~t~w~tehe '4 'g~ ~l lway Avenue, Sml~or~, i.C.I ~ Oe4(Io 
home on 75'x1(X)" lot, con..~I~RADING COURSE to alsogeaeupwhenexpreseed feel that they ere muob Conldroctlon/Uleoclctloo, 3451. 10111 Avenue, Prince 
crete septic tank, on water I~ held In Burns Lake on In dollars, but infintiun has further eb~d- more Income 
system. 635:7025. (p3.14Sl September34thend3Sthwlth eroded the value et these ~ea~h-~tdwm~ows Oenrge, B.C.iPrk~oRuperlCoNtrueflonAaeacMflea, 
No. 1 - 321 Third Avenue West, Plrlnce Rupert, E.C.I 
an ixomlnatlon on Sop. dollars, The amount of more ldam time. Terrace. Kiflmat Construction Aseo¢iatkm, 4~JI KeHh 
Must Sell: Diplomat 12xM fim~ber2d4h,1979. AsofAprll ~mouey that tbe country Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
• mobllohume. Furnished or let, 1979, acale returns meat q,  mdsondoctor' i fses(an 1~noae remaining in 
be In metric meuurs and expr~ an a pore~e of Clmsd~ may elect o opt out 
unfurnished. Many extras, will only he Keapted from the ~ .usflousl I xod~)  of the medical Finn. or Tendersmuetheflledonthoformsl0rovlded, lnsealed, 
Can be seen by appotnhnent dearly marked envelopes. Ihmo ~ s  holding Metric i an~ ~ in ~ ~ ~ If your doctor 
only. Ph ~lS-2SUafter 5 pm. Endorsement to their i t  few years-one d the few his opted ont(lqpd in so~e (pS-12S) Enquiries may ne directed to the l~IMl~l k~lMger. 
~allng Llumce or Permit. ~ to have done so. ~ ) ,  you w~ pay him K.L. h~man,  ~7 ~ Awmea, T~ace, B.C. VIG 
• J.A.BIIckert Although relatively miner his fee and thai be rein1- 'IKT, telephone &11.1181 or TedWl¢il Services 
1N4 3 BR Nashu tril ler REGIONAL MANAGER eont~butors to health care bur~d a portion of it b'om Manager, Mr. C.W. Weft, ltTI Qufnn irest,  Prince 
1~1. 8](40 finished lue) MINISTRY OF FORESTS ceate, tbepb~deisnoereina theigan. The doctor wU] set Deerpo E.C. V|N iX4, llleFbone ~14131. 
shack (hooted). Asking [a3.5,12,19S) vulnerable position when his own fee, usually more 
t7500. Ph 635-5251 for ap. " .... east-cutting attempts are 'than the plan will pay. ~ / 
~lntment to view. (pS.13SI 
I I II 
i I~ .  Waller 12)(41 plus . . . . . .  ' ~ .~,,,1.~, . • ~ % % ~ * ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ . ~ ` %  ,- , - . - . .T.  ~-~. : * * ~ * ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ; ~ * * ~ : ~ : ~ : ~  
Ix40 leaY ~ack. Flnllhed. 
Eking 17,~00 OBO. Ph 4,15- Hay tarsals: In storage. Top SPECIALIZED ii~: 
quality. Alfalfa, brome, LIGHTING ..~. S261for appointment to view. 
timothy mix. Gov't tested. Experienced ulom person to ii 
(p10-2,1S) , Average protein 10 percent, Career IOllolgllOlrigOur productaOxciullVeto industrliO,i°ng°r'llf° !i:i 
. . . . .  Ph Dick Redman.at 846-5208. Institutional & commercial 1M, Y _ _ _1 _ _13 
For Sale: 1975 Vista Villa (c10.193) , , . . " ,  ..... - ' Kcounts. Age no barrier. Car : I~ J idO~10~nJ  
trailer, 12x63'. OII tank, _ _ _  , . , ..~. necessary. Hlghelt com. 
Opp tun J t |  m, . ,n  . ,o1 , , .  a . ,  ince tive pr gram In the In. : Mocking and skirling In. For Sale: one slaughter,pig or  es  dustry. Protected accounts. 
duded. Wlll pay moving & for sale. PHce to ; be ~lslsOur 31st year In Canada l~ lml l~Nl~P l .d~ J i t~P~. l  V l  
sit-up In Terrace area. discussed. Ph 635-4482, (e~- ~. ".. end Our bestl FOr Immediate, 
Phone &1.f-93(10. (plk14S) 14S). ' . . . . . . .  , . . .  action phOho 1.411-Nil.tllh or a~r----~ 
..........................~l...:.;i;,i.i.l.i.,.l.;.l.i.;... ' ~ , wrltl Llllittlilter, Bill l 
• " nvrllnetlm, OiatsrlL Lra Ixl. For Sale: 12XS6 ft. Knight i:::i:i~:~!i:i:i:i:i:i:i:~:i:!:!:i:i:~i:~:!:!:!:i:!:!:~:!:[';~:i: .... ~. i 
trailer on lerge lot, 113X150 ': . . . .  C O P Y  
ft. For further Information ~" r"'t'," 
" " "  Buying? " "  TYPIST 19S) • " '. SCHOOL DISTRICT 92 . . . .  I,. ; NISGHA 
For Sale: 1978 14x70 Nonce 
moblle homo, unfurnlshed, Selling? POSITION: Secretary 
set up and skirted In local Thh i l  I permanent lull.lime 
relier park. Phone 635-9735. REQUIREMENTS: Typlng, general secretarial skills :~ 
(cffn-4-9-79) and oral and written fluency In Nlogha. .:.i pOIIIIoN, Fat InS aooNrlte 
1974 12](1 Deluxe Diplomat All candidates are expected to take tests at N.W.C.C. 
mobile homo. Will sell un. competency. Full.tlmeemployment, 7Vlhourldolly at t/pim| I I  I I IOOI I i l I .  
lurnlshed. I bdrm., built In T ' I "  New Alysnsh Board Office. 
chine cabinet, rained living LJ Re Exnllul frin|o benefit|. 
rm. with Imitation tlreplece Commencing al soon as polslble after clollnl detl at 
Classif" ds let up end shlrted In Pine application of September 14, 1979. Park. To view phone 6 . t l l l l l  l e  lllono phone for an nppoinlmonl 
Ifter 6or &lS-3213doys. (c7. STARTING SALARY: SJ.00 per hour and reviewed ¢':' 
12S) after three months probatlonsry period, nnd iypinl tolt. 
,,., 
Submit applications to: 
P h  i r.,,,,,,( :l;.k ,1 i,, ,',' 
°""  - . - " '  dally hirald ; ~ Dept. Supervisor, khool District ~ ~'~ 
1HOUSEHOLDnEALTY J~k~"D 6 3 5 " 6 3 5 7  NlegM, Bo.rd , r ice,  
/O0Mi'l ililVl Sl*:*l~" / r im Ill New Alyonch, B.C, 
' ' "  ° "  636 6367 / I l l 'N i l% t11,,',,I I#Alll I m l_ .~HI  f i r  I INI I I  I Ik  i l l ' ,  1~m~J khoOI  D l l i r l i t  92  For Fas!  Service Cal l  4~lg Lakslse Avenea, i 
TERRACE Terrace, B.C. 
I 44~oe LakelSe Avenue ".-~...........5...~:.:.:...~.:.....-,.,--.,...,o,,...--,,.o.,...... , ~.,.., 
l , , . , , ,  !iiii lE.':;..:iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!i!iiii!i!i!iiiii . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .-....::...::.:.: .......................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.::.:::.:.:.:.:.:...:.:..,.:..::.,..:..........:.: 
( 
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Links Sex 
To Links 
By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren 
1979 by Chlci~o Tribun&N.Y. Nlwl  Synd. Inc, 
I 
DEAR ABBY: My wife, a grandmother, plays golf every 
day. Yesterday she said to me, "Honey, I think I know why 
I've been playing such rotten golf lately. I'm not getting 
enough loving." She explained that her putting and cl~ipping 
were way off because she was tense and uptight instead ol. 
relaxed. 
Well, I didn't want to let her down so I mustered some 
strength oping to improve her golf game. 
This afternoon she handed me her golf scorecard as she 
came off the course. It was seven strokes less than yester. 
day's! 
"See, I told you!" she said. "I knew Z was right!" 
Abby, I still think one thing has nothing to do with the 
other. What do you think? , 
GOLFING GRANDPA IN S. CALIFORNIA 
DEAR GRANDPA: There's ealy one why to Bad out, 
Continue mustering enough strength to follow through 
daily. !! her scare goes DOWN, ! hope your strength olds 
UP! 
DEAR ABBY: We speak for countless others who, after 
having spent a lifetime working to get a place of retirement, 
find that we have been "had" by friends and relatives who 
come out of the woodwork because we ha've a place on the 
lake. 
My husband and I built our summer place with our own 
hands-clearing land, felling trees, digging wells and 
building our home. In the land of 10,000 lakes, ours seems to  
be the only lake with fish in it, and of course there's a free 
boat which is usually left dirty, plus dead fish here and 
there. 
When we're not here, they take over as if the place were 
their own, bringing friends who pass the word about he fan- 
tastic fishing. 
We had planned on leaving this lovely place to our 
children and grandchildren, but we are ready to sell-boat 
and all. 
We hope they take time out from fishing to read this. Sign 
me.. .  
MAD IN MINNESOTA 
DEAR MAD: People who are imposed upon constantly 
should not blame others because they themselvos lack the 
gumption to express their objections. Have you ever 
thought of putting new locks on your home end boat? if you 
are too timid to speak your minds, that should o it for you. 
DEAR ABBY: This letter is for the two boys who thought 
it was.useless t~work, since their father made • them put half 
of all ~hc/r income'in the'bank; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  
I am an 18-year-old who has been working steadily for two 
years. Last summer I held two jobs. Now I'm ready to move 
out of my parents' house, buy a car and go to a one-year 
school 
The problem'? I have only $8 in my wallet, and $20 in my 
bank account. 
My parents never made me save, so I frittered away my 
money. Right now, I'm waiting for a loan so I can go to 
school. A car and apartment are totally out of the question. 
I am the most dependent 18-year-old I know. Please learn 
from my mistakes and be thankful that your parents forced 
you to save. I wish my parents had been more like yours. 
FRITTERED AWAY 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "STEADY READER IN 
NEWCASTLE, PA.": Don't expect o find an honest part- 
ner for a crooked eal. 
, Do you wish you had more &lends? For the leeret of 
popularity, get Abby'o new booklet: "How To Be Popular; 
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send I1 with a IoniL 
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132 
Lanky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 909.19.. 
' ' " l"  ividual • ,~IZ~ . 
. . . . .   acope 
- - - - - -  Frances brake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 12,19T9 
ARIES 
(Mar. ~l to Apr, 19) ~ 
Worry about a work-related 
task Could make you too open 
to others' advice. Restrict 
~dks to trusted confidantes. 
The p.m. brings solutions. 
TA US 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
EXlzensea for children and 
dependents may seem heavy 
now. A par~er may have a 
helpful suggestion. Stick to 
leas ceefly entortainments. 
GEMINI 
(May 9.1 to June 20) 
If you feel you're not getting 
enough attention from a close 
one, the p.m. is the best time 
to bring the subject up for 
d l~on.  
CANCER 
(June 9.1 to J~y ~) w¢: :~ 
Private worsen could make 
you somewhat withdrawn. 
Avoid a buildup of tension. 
Instead, discuss thoughts 
freely with others. 
(July 23 to Aug. ~-) 
Don't let worry keep you 
from attondl~ a social rune- 
tim. Others will be receptive 
tO your thoi~hts and you'll 
coma up with solutions. 
(Aug. 23 to sept, ~)  
PreoccopaUon with career 
affairs may put you out of 
touch with others' needs. 
Towards the late p.m. con- 
fidouce replaces insecurity. 
(Sol~. 23 to oct. ~-) 
Don't agree to a travel plan 
unless 7ou're sure It's what 
you want. Explore alter- 
natives, then make a decision. 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Expect Uttle feedback from 
a friend about an investment 
plan. Confusion is a sign more 
research needed on your part. 
8AGrI~ARIUS 
(~ov. 22 to Dec. 21) w~¢p" 
Don't be oblivious to the 
needs of cloem ones because of 
career concerns. Attend a 
party together to further 
closeues& 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
- Work progrem may be slow 
now. Don't 8 iwup or postpone 
obligations. A friend or 
superior will give you a 
needed bec~ 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS) ~ , ,~ 
Entertainment plans sub- 
Jcot to change. Friends may 
seem hard to pin down though 
the way is clear to make l
successful travel plans. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
You may be uncertain about 
a domestic or par~eraldp 
concern. Avold~ ~needless 
worry by having with an okk 
fashioned heart-to-heart talk. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
artistic and Utor~J. The gift 
' of se l f -ex~ion  is yours and 
you would succeed in ad- 
vertlsing, pubbehlng, writing, 
theater, Journalism, and law. 
"Your sister's had another kid." 
I I I I I" I . . . . .  . . . . . .  i .................................... 
CROSSWORD] 
ACRO~ 37 Gasps 3 Wrong: a 
1B~ or city 38 Allot prefix 
5 A quid 41 Paddle 4 ~onn 
(slanS) 4Z Faucets S A dessert 
80bqacles 43 Sheds I Avail 
Ladwig or ~B ~o ? Detested 
Junnlngs 4il Greek 8 Suit 
11 Enzyme letter 9 Minute 
11 And others 50 Dandy particle 
(L )  51 Asststo 1O Sloping 
15 Feels ~Z Jane bug roadway l 
mmpathy 53Scottish . n Lath 
17 Uneoasdous Gaelic 18 Treasury 
State OOWN. dept. 
18 Crude metal 1 Guided ~ F , ~  
1~ Cue in t Wurttemberg Zl lkmestic 
Zl Candies measure servant • 
~'nmiisnd 
Z~ Matur~ 
N Excuse 
33 ~lcae in 
~flce 
31 Headwear 
33 Poet's 
word 
33 Rendered 
hamless 
33 EmUns for 
Black or 
Liver 
33 Inlets 
Av~.~latimUme:Nmla. 
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9-18 
~er  to yes~nW, p~de. 
ZZ Fire: comb 
form 
Z3 Role for 
Robert 
Stack 
~1Futhem 
as due 
37 Midday 
Z8 Blemish 
Z9 Lampreys 
31s~p,s 
pmon 
34 Ascends 
3~ Flaant 
37 Leather 
moccasin 
33 Unsorted 
• • flour 
39 Garment 
of 
India 
40 Hantened 
41 Eskers 
44 Japanese 
statesman 
~ Robot 
drama 
UMD's 
cousin 
4? Bishopric 
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CRYMOQUIP 9-18 
ROROT DFAA AFBTHSFYMH DFH-  
SOBFKM IMFA YFOBKMIH 
Yederday's Cr~Zloqalp - -  MODEST LASS DEPLORES 
MOST OP ART D ~ .  
Teday's Cryptsq~ das: Y eqanb P
tterle T b e ~  is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
u~d stands for an0tlm'. If you think that X equals O, it 
wm eq~d O .emghogt ~ peffi~e, s~e ~z ,  ~zrt werde, 
and words usu~ an apostrophe can give you dues to loeatin~ 
vowels. Solution is a ~  by Irisl and error. 
theAMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~ ~y AP/-- gUT 
. 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
, ! 1 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
TP, nOBt~'D, T~ B~ Re~F-~Beeer:,~, PAY YoU,c:R'~e~ 
,,.. iN HI~TORY,,.. / ,  'WIY F~Ne~A,I 
~ V 
. 
A T .q, ANTA ANITA. " ".I ' 
-t - -  
o | |  N 
B,C. By Johnny Hart 
• , . .  " ,  
DOONESBURY 
~I  eztm~.v ~/~ cowvr~ 
I~'I F,a~ ~ eX~..~ R~ 
.~'ll .,~m. m e~0NACe 
I l l  Oe TIte AC- 7Al~ tgS 
~LITTocK EDL~T'~R.~. )
~ 
By Garry Trudeau 
